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V

Holland City News.
YOL. XIY.-NO.

HOLLAND,

32.

The Holland City Neva
A Weekly Newspaper published

MICH.,

SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER

WHOLE

1885.

12,

NO.

68f.

The twentiethbiennial meeting of the the large stock of new dress goods, and
American Pomologlcal Society convened tome two hundred ladles and children’s
A good girl wanted for a small family. quirementsof the Board of Managers of in Grand Rapids last Wednesday. The Cloaks, he Is now able to supply the wants
the Soldiers’ Home and the site question meeting was largely attended and full of of customers,io his line and guarantees
Inquire at this office.
It looks very much

LOCAL ITEMS.

as

Rapids would be unable

may

every Saturday.

Grapes are in

the

market and are

though Grand

tomeeWhe

re-

again be opened.

interest to

retail

Pomologista. The next meet-

satisfaction.

special notices

ing of the Society will be held at Boston, in this issue wiji be found severalrelating

The seventeenth annual reunion of the
Mass. A number of fruitgrowers in this to his stock or goods. Read them.
Army
of the Cumberland will be held in
\
Centennial Park needs some attention Grand Rapids next week Wednesday and locality attended the sessions of the soPeter Steketeb & Co., expected to
ciety.
on the part.of our city fathers.
CoBBiiilsa Iferchaat.
Thursday. Reduced rates on the Chicago
move into the new store injhe building
and West Michigan R’y.
ID EACH, W. H. Commission Merchant, and
Engine No 17 on Monday last was tho in course of erectionby H. D. Ik>9t this
JD dealer In Grain, Floor and Produce. Highest Mr. J. Kuite shipped three carloads of
first
to take water from (he large new moDth/^utwlll'bfl aeiuineflijflm doing
market price paid for wheat. Office in Brick calves to Chicago last Tuesday.
We have received so many compliment- tank just completed at this station by the so for some time longer owipJsothe fact
store,corner Eighth and Fish streets.
The bad weather in August cost tho ary tickets to fairs this fall that it has got Chicago and West Mich. R'y Company. that Mr. Post intends tojrfilld anbdditlon
Drags ind Xedlclaos.
us mixed. We don’t know which to at- The water was turned on from the mains
/n the reaa-ef-ids buinIlntf--<>L2fix4U~fefi$.
'PVOE8BURG.J.O. Dealer in Drags and Med!- Park fully five thousand visitors.
tend so will just stay at home and spend of the Water Works on last Saturday and
clnes, Paints and Oils, Brushes, Ac. PhyTliis addition will bo. a store facing RlveT^
sicians prescriptionscaretallypnt up. Eighth St.
The premium list for the Fair will be our time in collecting bad accounts.
Ihe tank was filled. The huge tub is per- Street aud will be connected with the one J
‘TT’AN PUTTEN, Wm., Dealer in Drags, Medl- ready for distributionnext week.
V clnes.Paints, Oils, etc. Proprietorof Dr. W.
The successfuland thorough farmer fectly tight, oot a leak having been dis- facing on Eighth Street and both wllLAc
Van den Berge’s Family Medicines.Rirer Street.
occupied by Messrs. Steketee & Coj In
It is expectedthat a dramatic company will have his work all finished and bo covered
anticipation of an early removal into their
TXT ALSU, HEBER, Druggist and Pharmacist;a will play here during Fair week.
ready to give his whole time and attention
Our jealous neighborsstill continue to
v v full slock of goods appertaining to tho busew quarters, this 'firm U^ye /deceived
iness.
to the fair fully one week previous to the heap anathemason Macatawa Park, tho
The rain of the early part Of this week
rge ptock of goods and dMre to cloae
dates of its holding, October 6, 7, 8, and 9. Association,and everything connected
Furaiturs.
kept visitors away from the Park.
em out immediately. Tbyy will have a
with tho most popular of all resorts in this
EVER, BROUWER & CO., Dealers in all
ew advertisement iu our next Issue.
On
Saturday
last 3Ir. H. Boone returned
The first of the new style postal cards
ifl kinds of Furniture, Curtains, Wall Paper,
state. The park steadily grows in popuCarpets, Coffins, Picture Frames, etc.; River St.
home from Illinois with eighteen horses. lar favor in spite of all the curses of jealreceived here was sent to Mr. Will Brusse.
The Detroit Evening Journal in enterMr. Boone intend^ to sell this lot of horses
deaml Dealeri.
ous competitors. It seems to help adverg upon its third year issued as a suppleJ. C. Holmes, of the Fennville Dispatch, to people in this locality. All wishing tise and build up our pleasing and health
T7A5 PUTTEN, G. A SONS, General Dealers in
out, a fac-similo copy of the Detect
V Dry Goods, Groceries, Crockery, Hats and called on tho citizensof Holland last Moq- to purchase a good horse should consult ful resort.
ing at 8 cents per pound.

§usincw girtftwy.

NL

U

.

Caps, Flour, Provisions,etc. River Bisect.

|

him.

day.

The

Botsli,

/“lITY HOTEL, Williams Bros., Proprietors.

\J

The only

hotel in the city. Is located in the business center of the town and has
one of the largest and best sample rooms in the
state. Free bus in connection with the hotel.
first-class

pflfENlX HOTEL.

XX

Stable. Fine

ways be

rigs

on. On

relied

J., Livery

Stable;

Ninth street, near Market.

just

been

out

it

is

evenings are getting long now’ and

Total, 1,114.

21

7

about time our young people were

ing or literary society

would

A little subscription money about this pleasant and useful way of
time of the year would come very handy. tertainment. Try it.

be

a very &

furnishing en-

Monday Messrs. Walsh, De Hoo

Last

thinking of indoor amusement. A debat-

Co., of the Standard Roller Mills, re-

ceived an order for six hundred barrels of

staple articles, coffee, tea and sugar taking

second place. Surely our grandfathers
would blush

to see

where whisky is placed

by tbe people of this age, and to

what

is

thought

know

the dealer in that

of

ar-

ticle. I

"Daisy" flour from London, England, and

The Public Schools of tbis city opened
Monday with a larger number enLast Thursday evening Mrs. Benja- from Europe within a week. Tho StandA sixteen-ykar-old girl can soften and min, of Grand Rapids, lectured on temper- ard is roceivingnumerous testimonials rolled than ever before. The total numwhiten her hands by soaking them in dish- ance before a small audience in the Meth- as to its manufacture, and the export ber of children In attendance the first day
water three times every day.
odist Church. The lady is a very pleas- business promisesto developcinto some- was seven hundred and twenty-eightor
fifty-oinemore than last year. The ining talker and entertainedher hearers thing permanent.
Chas. D. Tillo, representing the Chicacrease has been lo tho higher rooms of the
with some sound arguments on this quesgo Newspaper Union made the News ofSaturday evening last as tbe switch enschool and somef fifteen more scholars are
,
fice a call on Wednesday last.
gine was backing some loaded cars on to
atteudlDg the High School tbis year than
E. J. Harrington's dock, tbe last car,
The
panorama
ot
the
Battle
of
Shiloh
there were last term. Tbe teachers in tbe
"Cheap John” the auctioneeroccupyloaded with brick, was percipitated
has
just
been
completed
and
opened
in
main are efficient $nd there Is a prospect
ing Bosman’s Old Store opposite the Post
through the dock and badly smashed up.
Chicago. It is very highly spiken of by
of good work being done tbis year. Six
Office, has an "ad” in this issue.
On Monday the wrecking crew, under
\ all who have seen it and any of the citiof the teachers of last year remain and
Miss Jennie Harters will leave next\zena 0f t^{B vicinity visiting the "Garden command of Captain Chas. O’dell, suc- seven new ones have been employ^!, two
Monday for Hookfotd,111., where she will lclty.. 9hoold not fati to go sod see this ceeded in placing the wrecked car on tbe of whom have never taught school before.
track again and in saving a greater porattend a Seminary for Youog Ladies, y* wonderfol work of ,rt
Our school board have been somewhat
tion of the brick. Tbe car was taken to
divided ou this matter of engaging
The improvements to the M. E. Church
Frank McPhillips who shot and killed^ Muskegon for repairs.^
teachers and the result is not as satisfacParsonage are progressing finely and add
Gerrit Tlmmer of North Holland, at 1 For years the "Round Oak" has been tory as it might have been. Too mucU
much to the appearanceof the building.
Grand Rapids last winter, and who was IfcDown to be the best wood beating stove stress is laid upon the idea that none bat
making

the

second order for flour received

last

PAUELS,

VAN PUTTEN A CO., Proprietors
of Plugger Mills . Manufacturers of new Process Flour,. Near foot of Eighth street.

X

XTAN KAALTE, B., dealearin

Farm implements and machinery. Cor. River and

Ninth Streets.
Fhyiloiaai.

DEBT,

R. B., Physicianand Surgeon, can be
found in his office in First Ward Drag Store,
on Eighth street.

U

TT'REMERS, B.., Physicianand Surgeon. ResI\. Jdence on Twelfth street, cor. of Market St.
Office at the drag store of Kremers A Bangs.. Office hours from 11 a. m. to 12 m.,aud from 6 to 6 p.m
TTATES, 0.

X

The

re-

Delinquents remember us.

Xanafactorlei,
killi, Shape, Sto.

V

falling

Third Ward, 444; Fourth Ward,
has

and good horses can alFish street, near Scott’s

VTIBBELINK, J. H., Livery and Sale

1817. The (fa?

Abend Bosman, who is known in this Mr. G. J. Hekhuls shows asmall
exceeding- city os a sailor, has been convicted of off in the total number of children. The ancient sheet to make it valuable as a
ly brisk.
burglary committed in Grand Haven, census aa taken shows the following num- curiosityiu these advanced days of JourW. H. Finch brought to our office a and was sentenced by Judge Arnold on ber of School children between the ages of nalism. Tbe advertisementsof tho Grolimb two feet long from a crab apple tree last Tuesday to five years in the state 5 and 20 years in tbe different wards: cery Houses in the supplementhave
prison at Jackson.
First Ward, 804; Second Ward, 155;
55; Whisky enumerated first iu the line of

and Boarding for new "ad” next week.

hotel.

Oatette, published July 25,

paper ever publishedin
Detroit and there is much
L in the rather

Business with builders and contractors

& Sons. Look

'TTAVEREATE, G.

^

in this city is reported as being

Jas. Ryder, proprietor.
Located near the C. A W. M. R’y depot, has
good facilities for the traveling public,and ita that bore thirty apples.
table is unsurpassed, Free hack for accommodation of gnests.
A la^ge lot of Stoves
Livery and Sale Stabler
ceived at R. Kantera

X

)completed

school census just

E.. Physician and Surgeon. Office
at residence on the corner of River and

Eleventh streets, formerly occupied by the late Dr.

Ledeboer.
Witchii tad Jevilry.

pREYMAN, OTTO, Watchmaker, Jeweler,and
JJ dealer in fancy goods. Corner of Market
and Eighth streets.

tion.

The

colored people

who have

been acquitted upon

trial on

the plea

of insani- Bin tbe

market and

it

has gained an envia- borne

talent should

Watches,Clocks, holding a camp meeting at the Park held ty, turns out to have been really insane /ble reputation. It la the cheapest and of employing
Jewelryand Spectacles,cor. Ninth and Ceani^ most economical to be bad. Thii stove U teachers.
services In the M, E. Church last Monday and he is now confined in a Pennsylvani
dar streets.
Asylum
for
the
insane.
for sale at the store of A. B. Bosman who
evening.

TX7YKHUY3EN, H., dealer In

TV

be employed, iutead

none but the

belt of

Th# Coming Fair.

them at prices that will astoMah
In spite of the inclementweather of last
The weather this week has been cold
you. Mr. Boaman la also prepared to exArrangements for the first annual fair
rainy and very disagreeable.Everybody I’uesday night, a goodly number attended
change stoves. He will buy second-hand of the S. O. and W. A. AgriculturalSohopes for a change and a few weeks of the party given by Mr. and Mrs. Jas. Rystoves and in fact all household articles ciety are rapidly progressing, and the
der, of tbe Park hotel. The genial host
warm weather.
which he deals in. He baa a stock of time of tbe gatheringfor tbe interchange
and hostess were in good spirits and did
goods now that he will dispose of at rain- of friendly salutations,for the renewal of
Mr. D. Miedema has our thanks for
everythingin their power to make tbe
ou prices. Read bis oew advertisement old acquaintancesand the formation of
some of the finest pears that we have seen evening pass pleasantly.
and then call on him.
new is nearly st band. These annual
this season. They were of the "Clapp’s
will sell

Shtbtw.
z. o. of o. r.

^ „

evening of eseh week.
Villun
ig brothers are cordiallyInvited.
,
J. Kbuuihqa, N. 0.
L. D. Baldds. R. B.

Qrondwt issued gatherings will certainly prove exceedingsome three hundred, from the Newaygo this week the paper enters upon its twen- ly ioiereatingand profitableto all who atAlbert Lahuis, of Zeeland, is ChairNo. 191. F. A A. Mm will be held at Masonic Hall
branch of the Chicago and West Micbi ty-sixth volqme. Twenty-five years has tend. The bringingtogether of the variHolland; Mich., at 7 o'clock, on Wednesday man of the Board of County Examiners,
eveninge,
evenings, Jan. ra,
28, ireb.
Feb. »,
90, March 96, April 22,
gan R’y visited Macatawa Park. The served to make De QroruLwet, under its ous exhibits which constitutes a fair is of
Mar 97; June 94, July 29, Aug. 19, Bept. 28, Oct. 21, and Mrs. A. Y. Weatherwax, of Jennisonparty was orderly and qniet, and are re- present management, the leading paper Itaelf invaluable. You will have before
Nov. 18, Dec. 16. st. John, s days June 94, and
ville, is Secretary.
Dec. *7.
ported as being well pleased with the printed In the Holland language in the you tbe artisticskill, ingenious handi-

P h

A. M.
A Regular Communicationof Uhitt Lodos,

O. Barr xaji, w. M.

D. L. Botd.Ac'v.

Favorite” variety.

Last Sunday an excursion,numbering

With

the number of De

United States. Mr. Mulder, Ita publisher work, manufactures, merchandise, fruit
Grand Haven Park and the surroundings.
and proprietor, has worked dllligentlyand and flowers,rare and beautiful, tbe beat
Courier-Journal,has changed the size of
Mr. D. Kruidenier, of Pella, Iowa,
has met with deserved success. He has products of tbe soil, improved stock, fine
bia paper to a five column quarto. It is a
took occasion to visit Holland laat Sunday
built up the paper from a small beginning horses, and everythingwhich ia of interbig improvement.
and Monday. His friends hardly recoguntil now be baa four thoufand subscrib- est to the citizen and farmer. /It is oarWill. O. Horner, a first claia artist of nized him and took it for granted that he ers and one of the best equipped news- taioly a privilege to tbe people of this enGrand Rapids, has been engaged by the must be an Alderman. Mr. E. lays it to paper offices in tbis Bute. His paper is tire lection to have there things collected
Board of Education to teach drawing in the beneficial results of a three-monthi rapidly growing and it baa tbe good together in what la termed a fair, and to
H. Potts, Editor of the

Knights of Labor.
Harmony Assembly,No. 8,719, of Holland City,
meet in Odd Fellows' Hall every week. All com-

S7-y

munication*should be addressed to

Habsost Lock Box,
Holland, Mich,

pwfeftu.

sojourn at the Battle Creek Sanitarium.

our Public Schools.

wishes of tbe

News.

be enabled to take pert and axbibit and to

•

Prodnos, Eto.

see the different exhibits placed there. It

(WHOLKSALI.)
(ConteUd aery Friday by E. J. Barrington.)
Applaa,26c; Beans, 80c, $1.00; Batter, 10,11c;
.gtgi, He; Honey, 19c; Onions, fiOc; Potatoes,
BIT AIL.

Apples. SOe; Beans. $1.16; Batter, 11, 19c;
Begs, 19c; Honey, 14c; Onions, 60c; Potatoes, 86c.

Onto, Pud,

A laboe excurtion from Jackson visAnt person yiaitingthe jewelry store of
the Park last Tuesday. The con- Otto Breyman now will be surprised to
tinued rain during the day made It very dis seethe large stock of silverware which
agreeable for the visitors.
he hsa jut received. Mr. Breyman means
to meet the want* of people in bis line
Frank Royce, late a Conductor on the
and hai a very fine assortment of new
Chicago and West Michigan R’y, baa
goodi. Call and see them. He Invitea
ited

Etc.
gone West to take a similar position on a
inspection.
(WBOLB8ALS.)
road running in Nebraska.
(VomeUd n*ry Friday by W. B. Stack.)
La*t Monday morning Peter Pfanstiehl
Buckwheat, 40d; Bran, V 100 fta., 66c; Barley
G. J. Dinkeloo, an old and respected1
jJJOO 2>s.^$LO0; ^ aover^seed, $4J0; Corn
came home from Dakota after having been
Flour, citizen of Holland, expired early
$4.60: Fine Cora Meal, 9 100 Da., $1.40; tod, «
absent abont aix months. Mr. Pfanstiehl
ton, $U.00: Feed, 9 100 Ms., 1.10c.; Hay. $8.00, day morning/ The fonerll IMvices will
ia in excellent health and likee the climate
$9.00; Middling. 9 100 Mt., 90c; New oats, 96-98c;
be held in the Chapel at 2 o’clock p. m.
Pearl BarlevTf 100 De.t $6.00: Rm, 45c: Timof the Northweat. He says that the crop*
othy Seed, $9.10; Wheat, white, 76; Red Fultz, 76; to-day.
Lancaster Red, 78.
are abundant thi$ year and that people are

\

If a newspaper man deairea to know
how generallyhis effusions are read, let

him publish something that is regardedas
objectionable by persons who never take
bis

paper or pay him a cent.

He

will

wonder how they know theae thing! were
in bis paper, but will wonder In vain.

9

75c: Barley,
IvO u)S.| llelOf CjIOWP 00c Uf
$6.00; Corn
Meal, 9 100 Me.,
; Coro, ahelled.66c: Floor,

In

M.

desired that all put forth tbe most stren-

uous efforta to

make the

first fair

a suc-

cess that will insure a continued life of
prosperity to

the Society. Tbe success
upon tbe people, and

certainly dependa

Holland people were

new known to

fail.

Do not depend upon tbe efforts of your

There is evidently a vast amount of
neighbor. Go to work younelf and seenre
sponging done. It might be added that
ail the exhibitsyon can. The prospects
he mav say nice things of a man and his
are very bright and fall should not be
family for ten yean, and he will never
known to tbis locality. A special appeal
think It worth while to say thank yon’;
is particularlymade to the ladies to conbut make an uncomplimentary
notice of
tribute whatever is odd and curious, grand
one Of his wife’s aunt's second cousins
and he

will

come in

with

a

club to

and beautlfnl or useful. Much depends
our ladles and they should realize this
and work accordingly. Although the enfi

hava ou

Th* corner atone of the new city haul happy and contentedthere. He intend!
the slander corrected.
Grand Raplda was placed in poaitioh Ireturning on Monday next,
y
last Wednesday afternoon, the ceremonies/
Last WednesdayMr. D. Bertsch moved
U»
being conducted by the Grand Lodge oT **• QlLL fUMOBtiPi, » proaperou his large stock of Dry Goods etc., into the
the F. & A.
' merchant of Fennville,visited this city new^store, on the corner of Eighth and
few! griey, 9 100 le, IWoIV, 50e; Timothy
last Monday. Mr. Lamoreanx claims the River streets, jut completed by Mr.
Washington Court House, a thriving distinction of having piloted the first Vender Veen.
town in Ohio, was devastatedby an on- party of Hollander* to Black Lake, sad to
percedented cyclone on Tuesday last having rendered
wuhbrosbet, which they are selling at Three hundred persons were injured and
many were killed.
IBTAIL.

is

terprisehad a late starta prodigiouswork
lias

bean performed.The labor was anew and it ‘
ut with

r

United states troops

f«u«^ <p§

were sent to
The Iowa prohibitionists will meet at
Bock Springs, Wyoming, the scene of a Cedar Bapids on Sept. 23 to nominate a
massacre of Chinese by miners, to preserve candidate for Governor.

itm,

order and arregt the ring-leaders..< A large
number were arrested and jailed, and will
be tried for murder and arson. ThirtyCXXT. MICHIGAN.
four bodies have been recovered and it is
believed as many more are buried in
the debris of . burned honses. Chinamen at various points along the Union
Pacific Baiload have been ordered to leave,
and are joining the Bock Springs refugees
at Evanston.Two companies of infantry
Mbs. Mary Miller threw her 4-year- have been sent to Bock Springs, and one
old child under a locomotive at Buffalo, company, with a Gatling gun, to Evanston.
General Manager Calloway, of the Union
and then dashed herself under the train. Pacific, says that mining operations will
The child was killed, but the mother was not be resumed in any of the camps in the
rescued, sustaining injuries, however, disturbed territory until all employes are
which necessitated the amputationof her assured of full protection.
arm.... Suit has been commenced in the
United States DistrictCourt in New York
City to test the constitutionalityof the

HOLLAND

THE NEWS CONDENSED.
THE EAST.

THE SOUTH.

r

cml-servicelawi.

At Memphis, Tenn., last week, the Cot
The thirteenthannual convention of the ten Exchange and Merchants’Exchange
German Boman Catholic Central Society took possessionof their new bnilding,
of the

United States was held

burg, N.

in

Williams- which is said

Y.

Nearly 1,000 delegates, representing nearly every city of the Union,
»dc
were welcomed in an address
by Joseph
Herte, President of the Brooklyn Society.
... .A glance at the clearing house reports
for lost week makes it apparent that general trade throughout shows a marked improvement over the previous week.

The scarcity of one and two dollar bills
in New York has become so great, owing to
the measurestaken to force the circulation

of silver,that they command a premium
from business men of $1.25 for every
$1,000. The cancellation, by order of
Treasurer Jordan, of $14,000,000 silver
certificates has caused much comment in
Eastern financial circles, the claim being
made that such action could only be taken
by express anlhority of Congress — A
liberally advertised meeting to ndse

money

memorialfountainat New Haven, Conn., was attended only by the
Mayor and the janitor of the City Hall.
The Grant monument subscriptionsin
New York are reportedto have dropped
for a Grant

to $200 a day.

A

New York

dis-

patch says “the crowd at Biverside Park
was larger last Sunday than at any time
since the day after Gen. Grant’s funeral.
A steady line poured past the tomb all day.
Over 40,000 people visited the park during
the day. The guard of soldiers will
probably be maintained until January, at
which time the Police Commissioners will
detail a squad of city officers in its place.”
... .A three months’ loan of $200,000 has
Inst been negotiated by the State of
Massachusetts at 2 per cent

THE WEST.

to be the

handsomest struc-

ture in the South.

E. A. Maines, a popular young traveling salesman, was brutally murdered at
Knoxville, Tenn., by a noted law-breaker

The

mysterious epidemic in

County,- West Virginia,is

still

Clay

raging, and

a

rigid quarantinehas been established
against the infected locality.

Charles Williams, a drunken

negro,

Chattanooga,Tenn., shot and instantly
killed a street-car driver named Polk
Mitchell. At night an infuriated mob
forced their way into the iron -Clad
jail, with sledge-hammers and chisels,
at

had been annonneed a long
on the question of

down

WASHIAGTOX.

discussion arose

railways.The
and Senator
Enstis, of Louisiana, followed, the latter
gentlemaneliciting applause by the remark
that all sections snonid stand together to
secure the betterment of the waterways.
Congressman Hatch, of the First Missouri District, assailed the Hennepin
Canal scheme, bat fitting replies were
made by Mr. Murphy, of Iowa, and exGovernor Bross and Colonel Clark E.

Hon. Ignatius Donnelly

Carr, of Illinois. At the afternoon session
resolutions were reported calling for au au<
nnal appropriation of $25,000,000 for the
improvement of the rivers and harbors of
the country. The specialclaims of the Mississippi,

between

St.

Anthony’sFalls 'and

the enthusiasticadoption of the foregoing,
John T. Altgeld, of IHinois,offered a resolution setting forth the injustice of the
country west of the Allegheniesonly

receiving one-third of the river and
harbor appropriation when it possessed
more than half of the shippingand furnished three-fourths of the funds expended in public improvements.Judge Frye, of

New

York, addressed the gatheringin favor
of the Florida Bhip Canal, and after the
adpption of a memorial to Congress, invoking speedy action on the suggestions offered, the convention adjourned sine die.

The

Knights of Labor called upon Gen.

as largess'

Tbouble

nature is apprehended between the Cherokees and about
of a serious

who claim citthe nation. The latter demand

eight thousand freedmon
zenship in

their pro rata of $300,000 recentlypaid the
Cherokees by the United State Government for land, and Congresswill be asked
to settle the matter at its next session ____
The August earningsof the Chicago, St.

.

1

fist

,to

m

.

.

...

'

and

mainly confined to print cloths, bleached cottons. wool, and boots and shoes, but the
featureof the week Is found In the improvement noted in Eastern iron markets. The
inquiry for pig-iron has increased, and one
sale at New York is noted of 7,000 tons of forge
at $15, for which $14.60 bad been offered. While
none in the trade admits the likelihood of a
boom, all appear satisfied that there is a better
business in slaht. Dealers In Scotch pig have
advanced prices 50 cents per ton, and orders
have been cabled in some instancesfor shipment to this port. Steel rails for moderatesized lots may be had at $28 and $28.50, while
smaller quantities command $29. No large
orders extendingin delivery beyond Jan. 1 will
be taken at these figures. These are very encouraging features.Scotch pig at Glasgow, is
9 pence and 1 shillinghigher, with some speculative buying. The movement of wool at all
seaboard markets has been liberal. Prices
are firm and gradually advancing.The six weeks*
gain Is sustained,and production 1b In excess of that at the like period last vear. The
movement of dry goods from agents and jobbers’ bands at the East has been free, and previous advances are fully sustained. August
sales of dry goods at Boston are heavier than
those In that month of 1884. The movement of
general merchandise,affected as it Is In the lines
noted, is regardedas seasonablyactive.

FOREIGN.

are being concentratedat

various
Italian ports, and it is rumored that
Italy has promisedto furnish transportation for German troops to Spain and Morocco in the event of war between Germany
and Spain, but it is reported more than
A patent has just been issued at Washprobable that this activity means relief for
ington for an apparatus,composed of a the Italian garrison at Massowah. Petisystem of springs,to run sewing-machices, tions are being circulated in Egypt for the
entirely doing away with the treadle.The establishment of a British protectorateover
motive power is produced by simply bear- the country.towhich the Khedive is strongly
opposed. The expulsion of Bussiansfrom
ing the foot on a rest
Prussia is being rigidly enforced, and in
It is conceded in diplomaticcircles in
many places the sufferersare persons who
Washington that the Bismarck-Cuba agita- have been residentsfor as long as twenty
tion has assumed rather alarming propor- years, and performed military service. Aptions. ...Beportsfrom military officers in peals against the expulsion have been m ido
Indian Territory state that the terms of in vain. . .The French Minister of Public
the President’s proclamation, ordering the Instruction has issued notice to the clergy
removal of cattle from the Cheyenne and that they mast refrainfrom influencing the
.
Arapahoe reservations,are being complied people in favor of auy politicalparty.
Four arctic expeditions are being fitted out
with in good faith.
by Germany. . .Prussia has agreed to conThe President returned to Washington tribute 50,000,000 marks to the German
on Monday, the 7th inst, much improved project for the new canal to the Baltic Sea.
in health. Miss Cleveland is expected at
Spanish Government received
the White Honse Oct 1. A brilliant social
official notice from the commander of the
season is contemplated. The President
has purchased,for $5,000, a fine span of war-ships dispatched to the Caroline
Islands that the fleet arrived at Yap, one of
Hambletonian horses. '
the groap, August 21, prepared to occtipy
it, but delayed landing. Three days later
German gunboat arrived lauded a
Ex-Senator McDonald, says a Wash- force, and immediately hoisted the German flog, despite the protestsof the
ington special, still has his starboard eye Spanish commander.Upon receipt of
on the bench of the Supreme Court of the the news a Cabinet Council was held, and
United States. Together with the Ser- the King summoned to attend. It was de1
geant -at- Arms. B. J. Bright, and Assistant cided to adopt energetic .measures, an
Attorney General Simmons, he has started court-martial the commander at Yup for
a jaw firm at Washington, although it is inefficiency. When the seizure became
given out that he will still make his home generally known a mob assembled in front
in Indiana. “Old Saddlebags" will reach of the German Embassy, tore down the
.
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for the Senatorialpersimmon, and if he
Panl, Minneapolis and Omaha Boad were finds that his pole' is not long enough he
$475,000, which is an increase of $6,000 will try for a judicial position in the highover the earnings -;' for !>
cor- est court of the land. Both of his Washresponding mouth
last year. ington partnersare expert anglers after
Blood- red flags, n- volution ary -emblazomnl places, and if McDonald doesn’t make it this
banners, and incendiaryharangues made time it will be neitherhis fanlt nor theirs ....
icnic of jthe Anarchists in Since March 4, 524 Democrats have been
»ye been appointed to Presidential post-offices, and

of

A Summary

.

.

Manager Tollmage, of the Wabash Baiiroad,
at St Louis, on the 4th inst, and submitted their ultimatum,demanding the rein
statement of all employes locked out since
June 16, 1885, and the issuance of an order
forbidding any farther discrimination
against the organization. Mr. Tallmage
said he could not promise compliancewith
the demands, as he had neither work for
the men nor the money to pay them.

and tobacco were deeomi of the stones* being
pullets’ eggs. Charles County

hail,

Burlington rtatMeye print
tints an ingut
fanners lost $100,000 .by tlje storm. . ,J.
terriew
iew with Hon. James Harlan, presiding M. Ivy & Co., of Bock Hill, N. C., have
Judge of the Court Of Alabama Claims, failed for about IftOO.OOfl,New York cotton
The following Is a recapitulationof th*
relative to the recent decision of the First brokers being the heaviest losers.
debt statement Issued on the 1st Instant (new
Comptrollerof the Treasury disallowing
It is claimed that the Spanish flag had form):
all the minor expenses of the court.
been flying over the island of Yap, and had
Interest bearing debt—
Judge Harlan says that the CompBonds at 4)6 per sent
........ . $260,000,000.00
only
been
lowered
for the night, when the
troller’s decisionis not only in conBonds at 4 per cent ......... ...... 737,733.40000*
Bonds at 8 percent ............... 194,100,600.00
flict with the acts of Congress creat- German sailors landed, hoisted their colors,
ing the court and prescribing its duties and too!c formal possession, despite the Refunding certificatesat 4 per
cent... ..........
229,500.00
and with all precedentsin that and other protests of the Spanish officials.Prince Navy pensionfond at 3 per cent. 14, 000,000.0*
courts, but that it will, if sustained,result Bismarck offers to abandon the island to Pacific Railroad bonds at 6 per
cent ............................. 64,623,51100
in neoessarilyprolonging the work of the Spain if this version of the Yap incident
1,260,776.91X00
court and increasingthe aggregate expense. can be established and in the meantime to Principal ..........................
Interest. .............
io,7i»,853.ot
. .English capitalists will build a railway
withdraw the German forces pending a setfrom Winnipeg to Hudson’s Bay it it can tlement of the controversy,providing Spain
Total.
......................
$1,271,495,765.03.
Debt bearing no Interestbe done for $25,000 per mile. Engineers will not qc -upy the islands. The exciteare now making surveys and estimates.
ment in Madrid has abated. At Marseilles Old demand and legal-tender
notes ............................
$346,738,916.00
Advices from Panama state that the the Spanish residents threaten an attack Certificatesof deposit ............30.865,000.00
upon
the German Consulate. A large meet- Gold certificates .................. 123,885,490.10
notorious Don Pedro Preston, who ordered
96,079,296.0*
ing has been held in Havana, at which the Silver certificates .................
Colon set on fire, was executed in Aspin- lives and property of the people of Cuba Fractional cnrrency (less $8,376,934 estimated as lost or dewall. in accordance with the sentence' were pledged in support of the Spanish
stroyed) .........................
6,961,16X8*
passed upon him by the court-martial Up Government in the event of a war.
........................ $604,629,864.80
to his last moment Prestan had a priest by
The labor demonstrationin Chicago on Principal
Debt on which Interest has
his side. When upon the scaffold he
ceased since xnstnrity—
spoke a few words, calling upon the Colom- Monday, the 7th inst, was a very credit- Principal.........................
$3,921,765.20
bians to believe him innocent of such an able affair. Over six thousand men, repre- Interest ..........................223,780.81
atrocions crime ____ The losses by fire in senting a large number of trades, were in
Total .....................$4,145,546.0?
United States
Canada the procession, which presenteda highly
Total debt—
daring August reached $5,500,090, creditable appearance. The pionio at Og- Principal .........................
$1,869,228,61X14
the average for the month named for ten den’s Grove was very largely attended, and Interest ..........................
10,943,633.84
years being $7,000,000.For eight mouths addresses were made by Mayor HarriTotal. .......................
$1,830,172,175.90
of this year the tire waste foots up $G5,- son, Congressman Foran, of CleveLess cash items available for re500,000.
. .The New England Homestead
land, and others. The annual parade
duotionof the debt.
......... $266,763,295.7?
announces that the onion crop of the coun- of the labor organizations of New York Less reserve held for redemption
of
United
States
notes
.........
100,000,000,00
try will be short, bat that prices will be took place in that city on the 7th inst,
more remunerative than for two years past. about 15,000 men being in the ranks....1
Total .........................$358,763,295.7?
____ Biel and Dumont, the rebel leaders,
The commercial papers are very busy just
were toasted at a recent banquet in On- now, says the Chicago Tribune, in trying
Total debt less availablecash
items
................
$1,523,409,880.21
tario, given in honor of au officer of the to answer the question of how much wheat
Net cash in the Treasury......... 49,716,57X60
Sixty-fifthRegiment.
the United States will h&|e for export durThe business failures in the United ing the present crop year after allowing for Debt less cash In Treasury, Sept
J* ^ .......
$1,473,692,307.5?
States and Canada during the past week home needs. It is a conundrum that a
Debt less cash in Treasury,Ang.
good many people can solve to their own
I
1885
...........................
1,476,571,859.60
numbered 186, against 196 for the corresatisfaction,and very few to that of the
sponding week of 1884. Bradstreet's, in rest. Only one thing is certain, and that is Decrcaseof debt during the month
as shown by this statement ..... $2,879,0511?
its weekly review of the trade outlook, that the old world is not anxious to take

The

Cotton mills at Utica, N. Y., which
Biver and harbor appropriations of $18,have been idle for a month, have resumed
000,000 to $20,000,000 will be asked for
operationswith one thousand hands..,.
the next fiscal year.... Treasurer Jordan,
Colonel W. P. Rend, a large coal operator,
telegraphs a Washington correspondent, who has just returned to Chicago from the
says that the policy adopted by the Treas- Hocking Valley,says the advance demandmy Department to secure a better circula- ed by the coal miners in that region on the
tion of silver coin .is meeting with 1st of September has been generally congratifyingsuccess. During the month ceded, and that operationswill immediately
of August just ended there was be resumed in most of the mines. He expaid out from the differentsob-treasuries presses the opinion that unless wages are
$1,607,444 in standard silver dollars speedily raised throughout the coal-producand $1,495,902 in fractional silver coin, ing districts of the country there will be
which amounts were largely in excess of strikes, lockouts, and serious labor disthe issne of silver during the correspond- turbances. The outlook for an early reing month of last year. Mr. Jordan says; vival in the coal industry he pronounces
the withdrawal of $1 and $2 notes from very hopeful
circulation was made necessaryby the
rapid accumulationof silver in the snbtreasuries. It was expected in this way to
create a demand for silver coin. That
The event of the week in British pothe plan was successful is shown litical circles was the speech of the Marby the output of silver during the past
month. So far no formal complaints quis of Hartington,which is believed to
or protests against the withdrawal df foreshadow the policy of the Liberals. It
one and two dollar notes have been made. disclaimed the more revolutionary projects
Applications have, however, been received of the Badicals, and claimed that all parfor large quantities of small notes. In ties in England wonld unite to impose a
each case answer has simply been made firm veto on measures that wonld disturb
that the issne of these notes has been sus- the integrity of the empire ...Troops

Cairo, were get forth; then followed the
Missouri and its tributaries,after which
the needs of the Hennepin Canal were fully
stated. Next in order of mention were the pended for the present Treasury officials
Sank Ste. Marie Canal, Bed Biver of the express themselves as much encouraged by
North, the Yellowstone,Fox and Wis- the present state of the finances, and preconsin, and the Chippewa and St. Croix, dict on improvement in the general busithe resolutions closing with a plea for the ness of the country.

extensionof the lighthouseand snag*
boat system on the Mississippi.After

com

of
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battered
the door of
Williams’ cell He was dragged to the third
story of the jail by four of the leaders of
the mob and a rope placed around his
attended. Governor Hubbard, of Minneneck. The assassin maintained a stolid
sota, called the body to order, and, after indifference, and did not ntter a word.
explaining the object of the gathering, He was not given time to pray. After he
warmly welcomed the deleg ites Ex- Gov. had been securely tied the rope was placed
Bross, of Chicago, was made temporary around a beam, and he was suspended beChairman. After the various commit- tween heaven and earth.

tility intended toward the

stroyed

the

and

representation,the call of GovernorHubbard being finally fixed upon as the basis.
William Warner, of Kansas City, and Platt
B. Walker, of Minnesota, were electedpermanent President and Secretary,and after
an address by Governor Bross on the necessityof improving the rivers of the West
and Northwest, the conventionadjourned
for the diy. On Friday, the 4th, the opening address was made by Mr. Chase, of
Omaha, who assertedthat there was no hos-

In the Port Tobacco (Md.) district entire fields

named Lee Sellers.The deed caused the
wildest excitemert Two nights subsequently a party of twenty business and
professional men, masked with handkerchiefs, went to the jail where Sellers was
confined, and asked for admittance, bat
were refused. Three shots were fired, and
500 men appearedon the scene. They
broke open the outer door of the jail, secured the keys from Sheriff Gilmore and
the guards, opened the cell where Sellers,
the murderer, was, and took him withont
a word to the center of the county
bridge. They asked for a confession,
but the doomed man said only, “By God!
I have nothing to say.” A long rope
was theif placed abont Sellers’neck, and
he was swung from the bridge above the
water. While dying several shots were
fired into his body, amid the greatest silence on the part of the crowd. While the
lynching party was taking Sellers from the says:
jail, the prisoner cut one of the party badly
The general businesssituation as reported by
in severalplaces, and then tried to cat his wire to BradtlreeVicontinues quite as favorable as last week. The gieatest activity Is
own throat.

The Waterways Convention at St. Paul,
on Thursday, the 3d instant, was largely

tees

i

ADDITIONAL NEWS.

“

111,

...

..........

much

of our surplus even at the recent redaction in prices. One would think that
30s. 6d. per quarter wonld be sufficient inducement to them to take hold if they had
not a pretty good prospect of a willingness
on the part of other countries to let them
have what wheat is wanted on at least as
cheap terms as those asked by sellers of
the article in the United States.

Total available for reduction

of Regents, was found dead in a cemetery

Reserve fund held for redemptlon of United States notes, act

July 12. 1882 ..................... 100,000,00X00
Albany. He was 78 years old and a son
Unavailable for reduction of the
of De Witt Clinton, who built the Erie
debt—
Canal and was Governor of New York. Fractionalsilvercoin. ............ $24,724,287.43
His death is attributed to apoplexy ____ Minor coin ........................847,05X86
The yachts Genesta and Puritan started
Total .........................$25,571,341.29
from Sandy Hook on the 7th instant in the Certificates
held as cash issued,
first of their series of races for the interbut not outstanding ............60,014,120.00
national cup, but the wind proved unfavor- Net cash balance on hand ........ 49,716,57X69
able, and it being impossible to sail the
Total cash in treasury,as
race within the prescribed time— seven
shown by Treasurer'sgenhours— it was postponed. .. .Edward A.
eral account ................$492,065,329.75
Rollins, President of the Centennial Bank,
of Philadelphia, and ex- Commissioner of
UNDER THE KNIFE.
Internal Revenue, died at Hanover, N. H.

Excitement

whisky

A WonderfulSurgical Operation in New
York.
[New York spedal]
A remarkable operation was performed at

and a serious break in prices is anticipated
at any moment New^from Peoria is to the
the Charity Hospital in this city to-day.
effect that the pool is hopelessly broken,
Mrs. Ann Curry, who is fifty years of age,
and th t in some insluuces sales are made
at a loss to the distiller of 3 to 5 cents per has suffered for two years with malignant
proof gallon ____ Hngh McHenry and How- cancer of the abdomen. She was induced
ard Pierce, living on a farm near Topeka, to enter the Charity Hospital recently,
Kan., were arrested for participatingin the where she was visited by Dr. Thomas H.
train robbery at Blue Springs, Mo ____ The
Allen. When told that on operation from
census just taken shows the population of the effects of which no patient has ever reWisconsin to be 1,563,930, an increasesince covered—and only three left the operating1880 of 318.450.
table alive— was her only chance of lira,
A dispatch from Washington, Ark., Mrs. Curry annonneed her willingnessto
says that ”a mob visited Pike County Jail take the risk rather than live longer in such

misery. The operation was performed
at Murfreesboro,and made an attempt to
this afternoon,in the presence *of
shoot the two Polk boys, confined for mur- several well-known New York Burder, but not being able to get within range
eaus. The patient was placed unthe mob hauled a load of wood to the jail,
er the influence of ether, and Dr. Allen
piled it around the iron cell, saturated the made a long, straight incision into the
wood with coal oil, and roasted both pris- abdomen, from the pit of the stomach
oners alive, nothing standing but the brick downward, and the assistantstied the artewalls of the jail. The Polks murdered a ries,
peddler last year, and have had several an.
trials. This was thd third effort by mobs Allen removed the
to kill the men.
his assistantstied one artery after another.
It was discoveredthat the bladder and
THE
several surrounding organs had been attacked by the germs of the disease, and
NEW YORK.
these had to be scraped until all the traces
Beeves. .................
of cancer were gone. The work was finished in a few mumtes, and the opening in
Wheat— No. 1 White...,........... 89
.91
the stomach was drawn together and sewed
No. 2 lied ......
.90
.92
...........60 (<? .51
Corn-No. 2 .............
up with a fine silver wire. These stitches
OATB-White. ...........
(9) .44
were afterward supplemented with others
Pork-Moss .............
of catgut The cancer weighed nearly
CHICAGO.
Beeves— Choice to Prime Steers. 5.75 @6.25
twelve ounces. Mrs. Curry was taken to
Good Shipping ........ 5.00 @ 5.50
her room in safety,and all danger of a priCommon ............... 4.25 C") 4.75
mary shock was removed. Dr. Allen said
Hogs ....................
4.00 @ 4.75
that it was hardly possiblefor the patient
Flour— Fancy Red Winter Ex.. 5.00 & 6.25
Prime to Choice Spring. 8.75 @4.25
to recover, but he had great hopes that the
Wheat-No. 2 Spring .............77 @ .78
operation wonld prove successful
Corn-No.2 ....................... 43
.43&
Oats— No. 2 ....................... 24 @ .25

MABKET&

&

&
........................ 50 @

Uye-No.
Barley— No.
2

t

.57

@ .73
ilurxER-Choioe Creamery ....... 20 @ .22
Fine Dairy ............... 14 @ .18
Cheese— Full Cream, new ........ 09)$@ .10
Light Skimmed ...... . .03 @ .04

1

THE OFFICES.

.................... 72

2

Postofflce

MILWAUKEE.

Wheat— No.

......

X

.......... 77

....

@
@
@
0

.........
43
................
24
Rye-No. ........................ 50
PORK-Mess ......................8.60 @

COKNr-No.
Oats— No.

2
2

1

.79
.43)4
.25
.57
9.00
.85
.46
.26)4
.88)4

Corn— Mixed ..................... i0%® .41)4
Oats— Mixed ...................... 23 @. .24
PORK-Mess. .....................9.60 @10.00

CINCINNATI.
Wheat-No. 2 Red. ............... 89
Corn— No. 2 ......................
' .45
Oats— Mixed. ..................... 30
Rye-No. 2 ........................ j?

@
@
@
@

.91

.46
.27

.59

P0BK-Mes8....,.;i.............. 9.25 @9.75

DETROIT.
Flour ............................5.50 @6.00
Wheat-No. 1 White.... ......... .87 @ .80
...................... 45

X

@

WHEAT-No. 2 Red.
OoBN-Mixed.
Cattle— Best

.....

....

..... 87
.42

..............
6.50
— .......... 4.75
Common.. . .....
4.00
.

. .

Fair .......

0
@

[Washington telegram.]

The Appointment Clerk
Department has made

TOLEDO.

Wheat— No. 2 Red ............... 84 @
Corn— No. X ...................... 44 &
OATS-No. X ............. ......... 25 0
BT. LOUia
Wheat-No. 2 Red ................ 87)4 #

Appointment* Made by the AdCame Into Power.

ministration Sine© It

Eook— Fresh. ..................... 14!$@ .15)4
PoTAToRa— New, per brl ......... 1.00 & 1.25
Pork— Mess ......................&50 @9.00

.46

.87)4
.43

@6.00
@6.95

Oo

6aw
unc nces.

11?.;

prevails

cut-throatcompetitionare unrestrained,

of the Fostofflc*

a complete

and ac-

curate schedule by Slates of the Presidential

and

fourth- class

appointmentsmade by

Mr. Cleveland. It is as follows:
Presl- 4th
Presi- 4thl
dential class.
dential. class.
121 Missouri ...... 20
1 Montana. ..... 1
Alaska ..........
7 Nebraska ..... 9
Arizona .........
171
Nevada. ....... 1
Arkansas...... 8
89 N. Hampshire 8
California..... 6
32 Now Jersey... 7
Colorado ...... 9
28 New Mexico.. 1
Connecticut..12
41 New York..... 40
Dakota ....... 8
21 N. Carolina... 14
Delaware ..... 1
30 Ohio ......... 23
Florida..! ..... 8
131 Oregon ..........
Georgia ....... 10
28 Pennsylvania.84
Idaho ......... 3
829 Rnode Island...
Illinois ........ 31
405
8. Carolina...9
Indiana ....... 43
12 Tennessee.... 6
Indian Ten... 1
168 Texas ......... 12
Iowa ......... 40
151 Utah ............
Kansas ....... .'29
184 Vermont ..... 10
Kentucky ..... 7
73 Virginia ...... 16
Louisiana.....8
60 Wash. Ter.... I
Maine. ..... ... ?
140 W. Virginia..1
Maryland. ... 2
23; Wisconsin....
23
Mass. ......... 8
141 Wyoming.....3
Michigan.... i. 29
Alabama. ..... 13

SKD:::

.624 6,309
Total.
'S
As the total number of postofficeswhich
the Presidegthas^the
solo^powerof filling

3.50 @ 4.25
......

Princo Bismarck’sBerlin organ intimates CfTTia

uwutttft

in the

trade at Cincinnati. Over-productionand

called Oats— No. 2 White..:... ..........30 «4 .32
10.25 @1X75
insalt PORK-Mess......................
INDIANAPOLIS.
Embassy created great Beep cattle. ...........
8.50 @5.75

it i$ffid{ efiiitestin the

Of the debt ..................$256,763,295.77

at

coat-of-arms,and dragged it through Corn— Na

excitement in Berlin, and the German presto
declare it must be atoned for. Spain haJ
given its ultimatumto Germany, request-;
ing the immediate evacuation of the Caroline islands- The Oerffian.Consulate at
Yalentift has been mobbed, /md one hun' ninctj-fmr parfidi^ts^Hio

actually outstanding ........... $123,885,490.00
Silver held for sliver certificates
actually outstanding, .......... 96,079,226.00
United States notes held for certificates of deposit actoally outstanding ........................
30,865,00X00
Cash held for matured debt and
interest unpaid .................5,931,435.06
Fractional currency ..............
1074.71

W. Clinton, Vice
New York State Board

Judge George
Chancellor of the

the streets. Troops were
to disperse the mob. The
to the German

Cash in the Treasury available
for reductioncf the debt—
Gold held for gold certificates

......

.......

...

.......... 5.00 @6.00
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her lover* with the same carelessnessas

“GIVE US YOUR MONEY

MICHIGAN COKdRESSHEir.

1”

MICHIGAN JlFFAIRR

her gloves.

follaittl 4«iS!

The New

Orleans Times-Democrat Passengers on an Alton Train

Bobbed

Charles C. Comatoek.
—There is not an empty dwelling in
Charles Carter Comstock, of Grand Bronson.
Rapids, represents the Fifth District, com—There are still a few badgers left in
posed of the counties of Allegan, Ionia,
Kent, and Ottawa. He was born at Sullivan, Michigan. One was killed ntar Midland
Cheshire County, .N. H., March 5, 1818, the other day.

a prominent citizen of
by Four Half-Frightened HisJones Gounty, Mississippi, who stood
sonri Bandits.
high in the church, made a visit to
and has been a resident of Michigan thirtyThe late Commodore Gorrmge cher- Meridian recently,and on returning Bdt Small Sams Taken, the Desperadoes one years. He was formerly a manufact—If there ever is a fire at Harbor Springs
urer of lumber, furniture, and wooden and the wind is in the right direct on the
khed among his treasures a fragment told his neighbors that he had seen ice
Apparently Being Yery Mach
ware, but is now a lumberman and farmer.
of coal marked distinctlywith fern manufactured in that town with the
entire town will be reuaced to ashes, unless
Harried.
He was electedMayor of Grand Rapids in
mercury
standing at 98. The members
leaves, which had been found in the
1863, and re-elected in 1864. He was a the citizens provide proper protection.—
of the church concluded that the
candidate for Governor of the State on the Free Press.
Arctic snows by a Polar explorer.
[Kansu City dispatch.]
brother had degeneratedinto an able
—The old horse which Ins served the
A bold train-robbery occurred on the
The publishers of General Grant's liar. A committee was sent to MeridAmerican Express Company at Owosso
Chicago and Alton Railroadto-night,bnt
T>ook have even received an application ian to investigate, but they came back
steadily for thirteen years died the other
owing to the trodden flight of the robbers
for the right to sell in South Africa. and endorsed Brother Blank’s stateday. it is estimatedthat ho has traveled
but little booty was secured. As the westTo a Sonth American booksellingagent ment. A look of astonishmenton
over 45,000 miles.
bound train on the way to the city left
the answer was returned,‘‘All gone but the faces of the assembled brethren
Blue Springs, twenty miles from here,
—November 29, 1880, the editor of tho
Patagonia."
soon gave way to one of indignation,
about 9 o’clockto-night,four masked men
Hillsdale Standard sent a registeredletter
and Brother Blank and the entire comappeared at the smoking-car and were
“The work of triangulating the
to a party in Ray., Ind., only about fifteen
mittee were incontinently expelled about to board it. A number of men,
United States, which is now in promiles distant on the railroad. Thursday,
however, were standing on the platform,
from the church.
relates that

, HOLL AND

MICHIGAN.

CITY.

gress, will, if carried on at the present

a Washington A revolt recentlytook place among
mathematician, “last 3,000 years, and the boys of the Greenock (England) Incost the people $2,250,000,000.I made dustrial School, and several of them
ihls reckoning on the length of time succeeded in making their escape. The
rate of speed,” says

_

the surveying parties have been at cause of the revolt is said to be the illwork in North Carolina, and the amount treatment of one or two of the boys by
of work thoy have accomplished the drill-masterand his wife, against
there.’’
both of whom charges have been lodged
.

Dn. Delaunay, an eminent French with the police. The residents in the
physician, says that the most general neighborhoodallege that they. heard
position in sleep is

right side. cries during the night, as if the boys
sleeper in that were being ill-used.In the morning,

on the

Dreams which come

to a

position, he says, os a rule are illogical, at about 6 o’clock, boys
absurd, fullof vivacity and exaggeration. at the windows,

who They began

to

were observed
in a semi-nude state.

make

their escape by

and the robbers passed to the next car in
line, the day-car. Three of them climbed
upon the forward platform and the fourth
got on at the rear. A man then mounted
guard at each end of the cor, while the
other two entered, and, with drawn revolvers, commanded the passengers to give up
their money. A number of them handed
out small amounts of change, while one
man, in his excitement,passed out
his purse, containing$23. The robbers took whatever was offered without
searching the passengers, and made no attempt to rob them of jewehy. When the
pair had reached the middle of the oar
they became suddenly alarmed, and, pulling the bell-rope,the four robbers sprang
off when the train slackened speed, and
disappearedin the darkness. The train
passed on, and the conductor. James

August 20,

1885, a receipt was returned for

the game.

—Mrs.

Lenawee

Allen Ball, of Hudson,

County, has trained a humming bird so
that it will follow her abont the room in
which it is kept. The “ Hummer’’ is not
caged at all, but is allowed the liberty of
the house.

—It was right round Saline we wore told
before harvest that the weevil was eating
np all the wheat, and now they are thrash-

National Greenback ticket in 1870, and was
a candidate for Representative in Congress
in 1872 and 1878, but was defeatedin each
case. In 1881 he was elected Representative in Congress on the Fusion ticket,
over John C. Fitzgerald, by a vote of 20,406 to 20,050 for Fitzgerald, Republican;
and 2,449 for Wilson C. Edsell, Prohibi-

tionist.

ing out forty bushels to the acre.

What

would the crop have heeu without

__

the

weevil?—Ypsilanti Sentinel.

—The Quincy Herald says that there is
now un earnesteffort being made to inclose

Those which como to a sleeper
Boggs, reported the affair to the officialsof
the grounds known as Berry’s track, and
upon his left side, in Delaunay’s opening the windows and sliding down tne road from the next telegraph station.
E. B. Winana.
The train then proceeded on its way to
to
the
roof
of
a
lower
building,
thence
opinion, are not only less absurd, but
Edwin B. Witfans, of Hamburg, Living- put on buildings necessary for two or three
this city. The passengers on the other cars
ston
County. Representativein Congress horse meetings a year; also to fix the cenalso more intelligent Thoy are apt to dropping to the ground. A scrimmage knew nothing of this matter until it was all
from
the Sixth District,comprising the ter for base ball or any amusement that
be concerned with recent actual events, ensued between the officials and the over. Then there was excitement among the
counties of Clinton,Genesee, InghaiA, may come along.
timid,
aod
many
hastened
to
secrete
their
boys, most of whom escaped,after an
and less with reminiscences.
Livingston,and Oakland, was born at Avon,
valuables and prepare for a return of the
exciting struggle, by scaling the walls.
— T. Nash, of Chicago, a somnambulist,
N. Y., May 16, 1826, and removed with his
robbers, even though all danger had passed.
Berlin papers announce with eviThe passengers of the car that was robbed parents to Michigan in 1834. He received while stopping at a hotel in Kalamazoo, on
When Beil’s counsel put in a plea o! had scarcelytime to realize what had oc- his education in district schools and at Al- Thursday night, partly dressed himself,
dent satisfaction that Minister Pendlebion College. In the spring of 18i0 he
insanity
in the prisoner’s behalf, says curred before the robbers had disappeared.
ton, to whom they vouchsafe the name
and went into the street. He was found
The booty secured amounted to about made the overland trip to California, where
of “Gentleman George," has taken a the Critic, the Canadian half-breed
he engaged in gold mining hntill658,when asleep at 2 o'clock in the morning on the
$30 in money, nothing else being taken.
large apartment fronting the Thier- sprang to his- feet “completelythun- The robbers are described as appearing he returnedand settled on the farm where sidewa k, half a mile from his hotel. He
he now lives. He has served two terms in
garten, and is about to enrich Berlin ders-truck.” His protest was silenced. awkward and nervous, and evidently unhad been robbed of his gold watch and $90
the State Legislature,from 1861 to 1865,
used
to
such
work.
They
were
roughly
with another cosmopolitansalon. If The man’s conduct in this emergency
in money.
dressed and looked like farm-hands. Each
their reports be correct, Mr. Pendleton showed the justice of his counsel’s plea.
—A prominent Adrian lady had the
wore a black mask.
bas brought three elegant carriages Situated as he was, no one but a madJ. H. Andrews, a busiflessman of this
modificationof being “shadowed" for an
and fine horses with him. , Consul- man would have objected to an attempt city, who was on the platform of the
hour, and was on the point of being arsmoker, relates that when the men apGeneral Baine is furnishing quarters to prove him insane. The defense
rested at the Grand Army of the Republic
proached the car he thought they were
in the Margarothen strasse, which he failed, however. Thd jury found Biel tramps. They boarded the second car as
reunion at Devil's Lake, when her
intends to make a social rendezvous for guilty, but the foreman, with tears in the train was pulling out from the station,
identity became known. She had been

lies

_

American
capital.

visitors

and

recommendedhim to the
the Crown. The Crown, less

in his eyes,

in the German

mercy of

•

band. It is impossible
of it, as it was
early days, when freight-

ately carved by

built in the

There

is a

started for the rear

not euphonious. The old
gentleman, whose name is Elisha ShirANew Jersey summer story: “A
ley, is a tie-maker, hewing out ties for
Newfoundland dog owned by a farmer
the railroads. His wife’s name is Harcf Brandtsville broke his leg about
riet Susannah Mariah Jane Shirley,
* *1
four years ago. Dr. W. C. Bennett,
and their oldest daughter, 15 years old,
'. who resides in a neighboring town, set
is called Ann Elizabeth Dixie Shirley.
the bone. While driving through
Then comes Benjamin Kirby Smith
Brandtsville a few days ago he recogGen. Hardee Shirley, aged 13; Robert
nized the dog. He had occasion to
Enos Napoleon Bonapart Lee Wilkes Coal-Miners in Wyoming Displaced by
atop, and the dog immediately came up
Booth Shirley, who is 9 years old.
Celestials Take Bloody
to him, smelt of him, and was wild with
John Thomas Emanuel Forrest ChamRevenge.
joy. It was with difleulty that the
pion Gatewood Shirley is 7 years old,
doctor could keep his feet. The dog
while Joseph Wheeler Zollicoffer
jumped upon him, and by every possiSeven Men Slain and Their Homes Burned
StonewallJackson Sam Hilderbrand
ble way in his power tried to express
--Ailing and Aged Chinamen
Sterling Price Shirley is 5 years old.
bis gratitude. The doctor thinks the
Cremated.
The family ends with Mary Virginia
-dog knew him, and remembered the
Sonth Carolina Florida Georgia Alasetting of the bone.
[Rawlins (Wyoming) special]
bama Louisiana Shirley, who is 3
The
largest coal mines in the entire Union
Miss Belva Lockwood is not quite years old. The old gentleman ran for
Paciflo system are at Rock Springs, 120
eo ridiculousas campaign caricatures the Legislature last year, and secured
made her. She might be 40, or she five votes, which shows that a good miles west of Rawlins. The road has recently been importing large numbers of
might be 50. Her features are of a man does not always get his deserts.
startling, if

*

smoker

for the miscreants.Every effort will be
made to apprehend them.
The robbers started northwardfrom the
railroad, and a posse from the town was
soon in pursuit. The men were seen
about the station before the train arrived.
One was dressed in a brown coat, black
pantaloons, and hat, and had black hair
and mustache. His weight is abont 150
pounds. The other men were not noticed
closely enough for a description to be ob-

family named Shirley, in

Sharp County, Arkansas, between Haring was done by ox teams across the dee and Williford, in which the chilplains, and many of the workmen only dren have been given names that are
received provisionsfor their labor.

moment after he

he was met by the guard, who pointed a revolver and called upon him to stand still.
He obeyed, and from the doorway watched
the proceedings in the other car. The
whole transaction,he thought, did not occupy over five miuutes before the robbers
commanded a brakeman to pull the bellrope and stop the train.
Blue Springs is a small station in a
thicklywooded district,situated near Glendale and Blue Cut, the scenes of former
robberies in the days of the James gang.
The train, which was due here at 9:30 p.
m., was nearly an hour late, and on its arrival preparationswere ihade to send a special tiain from here with a posse to search

impressionablethan the juryman, senThe organ in the Salt Lake City
tenced him to be hanged. Whether he
Temple has 2,704 pipes, and fifty-seven
will be put to death or not is an open
etops. Some of the pipes are thirty
question. A friend in Canada says, in
feet long, and large enough to admit
a private note: “You ask about Beil.
the bodies of three men. .The towers
He seems to me to be a Chinese Gordon
that rise on cither side are forty feet
sort of man— a crank in religion, and
high, with a niche left between them
in other matters an old compound of
for the Goddess of Music. This imtalent and folly. He has fine- traits
mense instrumentof mn.ic, which is
oi character, and my impression is that
nearly as large as a cottage, is elaborhe has meant well throughout.”
to estimate the cost

a

of the train. At the rear door of the

tained.

—When

Van Deuseo,
the late
Judge Folger placed a small sum to his
credit in a New York bank, which was to
be untouched until the boy attained his
majority. Recently the young man became

some, wavy gray hair that adds

invited to the fete. It is usual on such

much

of oge and received $190,

principal

who

r

sup-

planted him, which he has now Brunswick miavor of the G
wreaked in wiping Sir George Chet- possessed^ by Prussia in 186<
wind’s name, since the Hyde Park enof. gUMto»t Marl-

The Union

m

£

'
ing
sure of the
and all is quiet
s appealed to

— U. D.

I

ect ox

so

i^vnar .abid&rx-tsrin-i-a
.

.....

a

fine

bed

of

of coal recently

with rheumatism since Christmas. Recently
T. E. Taranny.

wenty gentlemenand thirteen

ladies

The Eighth CongressionalDistrict of possessionof his premises, and
Michigan, embracing the counties of Gra-

Midland,Montcalm,Saginaw,
and Shiawassee, is represented by Timothy
E. Tarsney, who was born at Ransom,
HillsdaleCounty, Michigan, Feb. 4th,
1849; his father was a blacksmith and
farmer. The subject of this sketch attended
the common schools in Hillsdale County
until 12 years of age; he was the youngest
of five brothers, the four eldest were soldiers in the Union army. In February,
1864, he went into the Government service
on military raifroads in Tennessee, and
tiot, Isabelja,

took

in two

hours cut, bound and set np nine acres of

oats. After dinner there was a game of
base ball, and the ladies pat
into a baggy

and hauled him

the invalid

to the ball

grounds their blessed selves to witness the
sport. Altogether the rheumatic had a
great day of it.—

Adrian Record.

—At Bay City last week James Firth and
Jane Harray were married. They were
reared together on the Orkney Islands,
north of Scotland. While yet children
they

vowed

eternal fidelity to each other

and when James criho to America, though
years elapsed, he kept the one object in
view, and when he had accumulateda little
means he sent for Jane, and the marriage
was celebrated. The parties will reside at
Sterling, where

n,

Jamei has a neat little

farm. .
—And now

he

.

is a quartette,is the

gen-

tlemanly burglar, and in consequence
there's a rare chance for guessing os to

feaginaw in 1875, 1876, 1877, which position he resigned on acconut of increased
private business. In 1880 he was nomina-

and ran for Congress in the Eighth
District of Michigan, against Roswell G.

whether this four-ply individual made His
midnight raids upon Detroit dwelling
houses as a single four or a collective per-

son. He

is

now in

jail in Detroit charged

with stealingsuspenders, two of him is in

Tombs at New York waiting for idenfound on their person, and yet again he is in the custody of
the police at London, Ont, and claims Detroit as his home. His name is Billy
Burns- John A. Elwood-JoeWilson-Loais
the

tification of property

Brown,— Free Press.
Special P. O. DolWery.

The

special delivery

system

jonYentioD^ond^ater tos nommnted^for

of

the

Postoffice,which goes into effect Oct. 1,

does not apply to all postoffleesin the
United States, bnt to between 60 ) and 600.
Selected from the istarethe
Offices

where letters

to

wh

ted

3tate. In 1884 he was unanimouslychosen
is first delegate-at-large to the Chicago

are always talking about getting mar- 0f Rawlins, Carbon, Laramie, and other

has found

in the Forty-eighthCongress in 1882 on
a putty-likeconsistency.It is extensively
the Fusion* ticket,by a vote of 18,516, used by iron workers, and, like the coal
to 18,484 for his Republican opponent,
vein, promises to be a find of considerable
Oliver L. Spaulding, and 148 for the Provalue.
The bed is nearly twelve toet in
hibition, ticket. In 1884 he was re-elected
by a vote of 19,857 to 18,377 for James C. thickness.— Lansing Republican.
Wilson. Republican, and 2,445 for Leander
—Will Foster, of Rollin,has been sick
C. Smith, Prohibitionist.

extra postage will be delivered ii
their

Adrian,

to^ndners.and6^^*

Ward

discovered at his quarry in Grand Ledge.
and one term as Judge of Probate of This clay ha^ the appearance of solid stone
LivingstonCounty. He is a member of
when first brought to the surface, but
the EpiscopalChurch. In politics he is a
Democrat He was elected Representative softens by exposure to the air and assumes

upon

former:

the accumulated

interest of Judge FolgeFs

fire clay beneath the vein

.

revenge against the gallant

and

gift

the beauty of her face. There is occasions, as the champagne goblet
nothing in her outward appearance or passes round, for each person taking it
to give a toast. When it came to the
expression that would lead a casual obwere destroyed with their contents.
server to guess that she belonged to turn of Town Councilor Winkelmann,
The miners next visited the various mines
that gentleman,to the horror of the
that much ridiculed class of women dein the camp, unearthed all the Chinamen at
Ityal company present, gave “the work therein,and bade them flee for their
nominated “strong-minded.”
Health of the Dnke of Cumberland." lives. They flew.
The reconciliation of the Prince of Instantly Herr von Leipziger, Presi- _ Of some. Jour hundred Chinamen who
made Rock Springs their home this morn“Wales and Mrs. Langtty, and the din- dent of the Province^ and all the ing, not pne remains. All are in the hills
served to the close of the war. In the
ing of the Prime Minister and the officials, ,yith many others, rose from heading for Green River, thirteen miles
Marchioness of Balsibury, and the Duke their seats and left the hall.* Senator further west. ; Seven were killed outright
by the shots fired by miners, and many are
•of Cambridge with Mr. Levi Lawson, Bube, the Chairman, then addressed
It is said r also that seven]
the proprietor of the London Tele- Herr Winkejmaan, and called upon
helpless from disease perished
business and engaged in the practice of
at Chinatown. Sheriff Young
graph, are the leading topics of talk. him at oni$ to WithdraV. With this
law, which occupation he has been engaged
arrived at. the scene fiom Qreen River by a
in ever sioee; he is a member otthe law
T!he Prince, who is morbidly jealous request he complied, whereupon tho
special train this evening with a posse of
of any interferencein his love affairs, officials returned. The incident is oni deputies, but too late to pgevent the mob firm of Tarsney & Weadoek. He Was apoointed City Attorney of the city of East
.from tarrying out its pla|s. The miners
has long cherished a bitter longing for another iljastndionof the strong
to

Charles J. Folger

of Owosso, was four years old,

Chinese to fill the places of white men.
This afternoon the entire force of white
miners, numbering abont 150 strong, organized, and, armed with shot-guns,
marched to that portion of the town occupied by the Celestials, and after firing a
volley into the air, reloaded and ordered
the “pig-tnils”to leave. The order was
obeyed at once, the Chinamen fleeing to
the hills like a drove of sheep, eloselypursued by the miners: j Spvhral volleys were
fired at the fugitiveswith fatal effect The
Chinese quarters were then set on fire, and
thirty-ninehouses owned by the company

From Hanover comes the news of a
lino nose, straight forehead, overhangsensational incident which somewhat
ing a pair of sharp, penetrating eyes,
disturbed the harmony cf a banquet
a glance into which at once convinces
given in honor of the riflemen of that
cue that the lady is endowed with more
than ordinary brtfin power. Mantled city. The highest of the Prussian
officials now in power there had been
ever her foyehead is a xoll of hand-

pickpocket, probably by

the thief himself.

CHINAMEN BUTCHERED

clear-cut Greoiao, refined type; aoqui-

a

pointed out as

;

receipt Theyi

Sk*

h

Methodist Episcopal Church— Rev. T.T*
George, Pastor. Services at 10^0 a. m.,
and 7:80 p.m. Sunday school at 12 m.
Prayer meeting, Thursday evening at 7 :80.
Subjects: Morning, ‘The heart for God."
Evening, "Reproof and flattery.” t

HOLLAND CIT7 NEWS.
WILLIAM

EL

ROGERS, Editor.

Saiurday, September 12,
List of

letters

’85.

remsiniog in the post-

For the Fall Trade,

FALL AND WINTER

188S-6.

jWpttial IJotiws.

office At Holland, Mich., Sept. 10, 1885:

George Posket, Mrs.

E. J. Randall and

BRO’S

Gent’s Furnishing Goods.

Jacob Schauf.

hive received a itock of

Underwear in the best and cheapest
Wm. Vekbbek, P. M.

qualities,Hats and Caps for winter wear,
and everything in the line of Gent’s FurGeneral Manager Mulliken, Gen. nishing Goods can be procured at the new
82-2 1
Superintendent J. K. V. Agnew, General store of D.

Passengerand Freight Agent J. H. Cargan H'y, and Bute Railroad Commissioner

?he^CTea£t*

<1ilv“

and Friday, passing through this city on

A dispatch to the Grand Rapids Dmc-

“R.

D’Stilllni, book agent in the

and Winter trade have been on

which, although not the largest,la without doubt
the flu eat and beat selected line of goods
ever shown in this city.

a very large

-

city U

now

MW

°lhe

D.

“on

"

I

BERTSCH.

Children.

employ of

Prl“»> wblch we

I ‘

8“"“'“

the latest weaves and colors are kept Id stock,
together with a choice aasortmeotof

Id

85 Per “nt

and Diagonal

WORSTEDS,

in the history of the Dry Goods Trade, and In order to warn people
paying high prices for goods carried over from last year, we will simply quote

Dress

oPf

(Mscrew

known

before

of Dry Goods,

largest stock

32-2t
ml

Pn

reme-

cures.

—

The

Thursday.
.

a large Fall

m^icina^^L8 andis Jobber’s profit,) we can safely assure our patrons, that we cannot be undersoldby
29 4 by any house in the trade.- As Dry Gooda of every description are lower than ever

tour of inspectionWednesday,Thursday rmaklng wonderful

erat dated Saugatuck,Sept 0, states that

Our preparations for

Never to our knowledge has any medi- 1 scale. The balance of our Summer stock has been slaughteredin order to make
with the success as has Golden room for our New Fall Gooda. Our purchases haye been very heavy, and as we
Seal Bitters;It combines the best
bulk of our entire Fall Stock direct from Manufacturers,(thereby saving

Chicago and West Michi- clue met

McPherson,passed over the road on a

Cloths and Trimmings,

|

BERT8CH.

penter, of the

BRUSSE

I

le'8 lh*a lt8t ,«11-

Fancy and Fashionable

QUR CLOAK DEPARTMENT.

Protwt yow
the Allen Publishing Company, Grand
The season is upon us when children esPants Patterns
Rapids, died at the Douglas house of de- peciallyare attacked by summer com- i8 stocked with all the latest designs in New Markets, Circulars, and close-fitting
plaints and malignantdiarrhoea often with Sacques in Plusk, Silk, Ottoman and Diagonal Cloth.
whtca will compare with anything to be found In
lirium tremens last night after terrible sufthe large cities, while the
fatal results. The most effecientand recog- 1
0^er a g00(j .fitting Newmarket, heavy, for $4, last year’s price $6
ferings. He was the husband of Mme. nlzed remedy for this is Dr. Schonten’s
D’ Stillini of Milwaukee, a well known Compound Syrup of Rhubarb. Sold by I fme djagonal cloth Newmarkets,
7
5,
27-tf
singer.’' This man is the same person all dealers In

%

medicines.

who

presented "The Drummer Boy" at

Lyceum Hall

Yam^n

Fancy Wool

all shades and

1

8Plendld W^ity Newmarkets

pany for the benefit of

the G.

A. R. Post

a1 BERTdCH,sUNewDstoreFanCy
GO<>32-2t 8eaui,ful Newmarkets, trimmed with

A

of this city.

People do

not generally appreciate the

10

7,

a

publisher; that

it

coats money for every line of matter; that

space

chandise; that

is
it

just like so

much

Astrakhan,

7.

50, Never SOlfl less

Markets at

$9, $10, $12,

always be found to be

will

ta 12

FIRST-CLASS.

and $15, which are 50 per cent below last year’s

prices.

columns of a paper constitute

the stock in trade, of

a line of

and brown,

variety of styles in Extra Fine Quality, and elaborate’y trimmed.

New

Advertisements.
fact that the

in black

last July with a local com-

Black Diagonal Russian Circulars, (corset waists,) for $5, last year’s price, $7.

“CHEAP JOHN”

mer-

Better grades of Russian Circulars and other

Good

here but for a

ie

Anyone

quality Silk Plush Sacques,$20. Last year’s price, $30.

Extra Fme Seal Plush Sacques, $35, which sold

need of a fine suit for

SUSINESS 01

$40

last year for $35 and

DJIESS

do well to examine our stock before going out
town to buy the (•ame good? at fancy prices.

will

last year for $50.

of

Few Days Longer!

In

styles proportionately cheap.

Fine grade Plush Sacques for $25, and $30, which sold

means a pound of sugar

or a yard of palico, or a pound of nails;

new

Silk garmeuts in a variety of styles at extraordinaryLow Prices.

that the sale of these lines of type earns
the bread

and meat of

and

the editor’s table

just as the sale of the sugar and calico and
nails earns the bread

and meat for

merchant’s family. Most any

man

will sacrifice bis

stock of

BRUSSE

CHILDREN’S AND MISSES’ CLOAKS.

GOODS.

the

can

ask an editor for an inch or two of space

market.

In his locals, but it takes a good deal of

itil

ilraiti

line of Children’s

We

have all sizes and can

fit

hoy child from three years

up. Our

prices start

School Opening!

$4, $5, $6, and $7, which prices are fully 25 per cent less than last year.
The largeststock of

of tea.— Ex.

The aeml-annualClasslaof Michigan of
the Reformed Church met in Grand Rapids this week, Rev. Dr. Chaa. Scott, of
Hope College, presiding. Rev. B. Smits
formed Church, at

I? a

id

tv

nrvrwxT

AlKLl

Irlv

MB

CALL

installa-

tion. Dr. Beardsley, of West Troy, N.Y.,
will preach the sermon, and Rev. P.

Moerdyke will pronounce

Hope

WA

x

.

SEE.

$50. Mr. Isaac Van
Kampen was voted the ninsl amount to
prepare him for the ministry. The ses
nary, amounting to

siens were harmonious and the next meeting of the Classis will be held at South

This department is stocked with a complete assortment of Velvet, Beaver,
will sell you a

good Beaver Shawl, all wool,

for

" " "
" " "

Wool

7.

EVER OPENED IN HOLLAND.

Blanket Shawls ................................... $1.00, $1.25, and $1 50.

bJ

ROUND OAK STOVES!

for $5.

A

if)

Decorated Book Cover,

FR/EE
TO EVERY PURCHASER

and

Home

cots, Brocades,and Combination Suitings in great variety. Black and Colored Cash-

year
142 were convicted. In
the other cases there were acquittals, discharges, settlement, nolle- prosequi,etc.
Prosecuting attorney McBride deserves

meres, Satin Berbers, Ottomans, French Flannels, and numerons other styles, just out
to be

appreciated. We

call particular attention to the

Fifty pieces of extra floe heavy French all

-dealer in-

55 cents per

credit for bis efficiency.

yard.

Three cases of

Two

following

wool Cashmere, 40

inches wide, at

Fall Opening
—

Jamestown Dress Goods in all the latest Fal]
yard. These goods are warranted not to shrink or cockle.

cases of 24-inch Satin Berber at 23 cents per yard; worth 30 cents.

12J^ cents.

Van Patten

6.
Wc

Also a great variety of Combination suitings from 25 cents per yard up to the
finest

&

Seas.

THE ROUND OAK
-la

have just received a fnll line and a complete
stock of

DRY GOODS,
DRESS GOODS,
FLANNELS,
REPELLENTS,

made.

Blankets and Comfortables.

the-

UNDERWEAR,
Grey Blankets, $1.50, $2.00, and $2.50, Last year’s price

for

the same, $2.00,

$2 50, and $8.50. White Blankets, full size, as low as $1.50, which

were sold

HOSIERY,

last

JERSEYS,

year for $2.50. Fine White Blanketsat $2.50, 8.00, and 8.50. Fortner price $3.50, 4 50,
1)1

and 5.00. Extra large size blankets, super quality, $5.00 and 6.00. Sold

YARNS,

last year for

and a
$7.00 and 8.00. Bed comfortablesin great variety

with the Ber rices tor
To-morrow.
First Reformed Church, services at
9:80 a. m., and 2 p. m. Sunday School
3:80. Weekly prayer meeting with the
Third Reformed Church, on Thursday,
ot 7 ‘30. Rev. N. M. Steffeoswill occupy

Cloths, Casslmeresfor Men’s wear, and Flannels of all kinds, 25 per cent less than

Ckvroli Items

from 90 cents upwards.

Ladies'

full stock

of

DOMESTICS.

last year.

We

Ladles’, Gents'
to

wool Camel’s Hale, and Scarlet underwear. We can

smallest child In

I

Second-Hand Stoves

m.

Low Grades, Medium Grades, and

Hosiery and Gloves Is the largestand cheapest

fit

the largest

man

city.

Best Grades. Our stock of

in the

*

F.

W. WURZBURG,

/ .

1888

y.hd&i'f:

VAN PUTTEN & SONS,
1885.

ATTENTION
Farmers and

Woodsman.
round, vif

t The Strictly One Price Dry Goods 1 Carpet Honse.

Comer of Canal and Bronson
7,

G.

We will buy all the Stave and Heading
Bolta you can make and deliver the year

Call and get

Holland, Mich., Sept.

FRESH GROCERIES.
Holland, Sept. 4,

Never did we have tueh a Large Stoek !
Never oould we offer Goods at such Low Prices!
All we ask is an Inspection of our Stoek
before making jour Fall Purchases.

and with a willing mind.”

A. B.

also keep at all times a completeline of

Woolen

Bought ane Sold.

Bargains

line of

and the

and receptionof members. Afternoon,
"Serving the Lord with a perfect heart

Good

full

In this department we defy competitionhaving bought our entire stock from

all

Figures

HATS, aid a

FUR CAPS.

and Children’s Underwear.

the manufacturers. We offei unusual inducemeuts in White tod Colored Merino, and

Sottom

have a new stock of

We

be procured in the market,and I Nil
them at

Hope

Holland Christian Ref. Church— Services at 030 a. m., S.-OO and 7 p. m.
Prof. G. Boers, ot Grand Rapids, will
preach.

—

the celebrated

crushed.

First Church, Rev. E. Bos, Pastor.—
'Sanrices at 030 a. m., and 9 p. m. Sunday school at 8:45. Subjects:Morning,
"Give us this day our dally bread." Afternoon, "God’s longanimity is power."
Evening, "The kingdom whlflfc shall
never be destroyed."

AT

!

Twenty-four inch Union Cashmere, 10 cents. Double width, Union Cashmere,

Eighth Street.

Last Monday, Charles Lawrence, a
Swede, was run over by s logging car at
Jennison, and both of bis feet were badly

D.

All.

YATES & KANE.

This quality of Cashmere has never before been sold for less tlufn

colors for 23 cents per

•io five years iu the state prison.

Rev.

SCHOOL BOOK.

Holland. Mich., September 4, 1888.

75 cents per yard.

tiroek, Pastor. Services at 030 a. m., and
*2 p.
Sunday School at 8:45 p. m.
Prayer meeting, Thursday evening at 7:80.
Subjects: Morning, a Communion sermon

a

BOSMAN,

A. B.

the 260 persons prosecuted last

iu this county,

Reformed -Church — Services at
1030 a. m.t and 7 30 p. m. Sunday school
at 12 m. Rev. Thomu Walker .Tones,
Pastor. Abel H. Huizeugt, student at
Baltimore, Md., will preach morning tod
evening. Congregational slogtug. Gospel
melodies by the choir. Weekly praise
and prayer meeting Thursday at 7:80 p.
a. All arewelccme.

of

Come One and

*11 the latest styles and novelties in French, English, German,
manufacture,at lower prices than ever before known. Camel’s Hair, Tri-

which must be seen

the pulpit.

ELEGANT BOOK

and an

DRESS HOODS DEPARTMENT.

the World

Neighboring News.

Last week Thursday morning, G. W.
Seely, of Grand Haven township,missed
one of his horses, and finding a camping
place near by. concluded it might have
been stolen. He sot onto a horse, and in
4 abort time overtook a man driving his
horse, and leading another. He captured
the outfit, took his horse home and
brought the thief to town. The other
horse proved to be one belonging to a
man near Ionia. The thief gave the name
of Andrew Brown, of North Ranch, Lapeer county. No claimant has been found
for the buggy. Brown was taken before
Esquire Angell, plead guilty, and was
sentencedby Judge Arnold last Tuesday

beautiful

This department is, without a single exception, the largest and most attractive

[he BeSt

Can be purchased of

Church—

and Papers,

Children's Shoulder Shawls, all wool, 50 cents ....................... $4, $5, and $6.

Bend, Ind., the second Tuesday In April,

Third Reformed

Inks,

9.

last year’s prices

Fine All Wool (double) Blanket Shawls, .................... $3, sold last year

the post-office.

Sponges,
Pens,

......... $3, last year’s price, $5.

and better grades at $7, $8, and $10, 30 per cent below

Still finer

All

College at the rate of 15 cents a

Slates,
Pencils,

Paisley, Persian and Woolen Shawls at very low prices.

Flue Velvet Shawls, .......................................
6,

nian’s old store, opposite

resolved to raise funds

$500 for the Western Theologicalsemi-

|

Extra Heavy Beaver Shawls, ...............................
5,

Auction every night in Bos-

member, and their proportionalshare of

Or

I

v

the charge to

him and Rev. Dr. Scott will charge the

wss

a tit a

JLJN A

We

Constsntine, and ar-

rangements were made for his

School Books,

SHAWL DEPARTMENT.

was confirmedas the pastor of the Re- r

for

81-4

and Misses’ Cloaks embraces all the newest styles in the

low as $2. Misses’ New Markets a specialty.We have these in elegant styles,at

as

ask him for fifty cents, or a dollar’sworth

people. It

BROS..

1888,

READY FOR
Our

cheek to step into a merchant’s store and

Holland, Mich., September 4,

BOSMAN.

Streets,

Goretxicl Ra/oicis, JVdCioli.
.:»&• _

Cil _

1

_

"vi*

-rfi

^

:

Oak Stave Bolts, 80 inches long.
White Ash Stave Bolts, 80 inches long.
Elm Steve Bolts, 88 Inches loag.
Black Ash Stave Bolts, 83 inches long.
Blsck Ash Beading Bolts 88 inches long
Basswood Headi&g Bolts, 88 inches long.
Pine Heading Bolts, 90 inches long.
For making contracts or further information apply to Filter's Stave Factory.
or to G.

_

_

_

__

BD. VER 8CHURE, 8upt.
Van Putten 6 Sons! store.

_

’

J

•

'

.

__

.

_

wn

:<•

HOLLAND CITY

y?r,>

.

BOOTS AND SHOES.

A Walking Skeleton.

NfiWS.

•dir^v

;v>;:'-vi^t>'

:

Mr. E. Springer, of Mechanicaburg.Pa.,

We

have just received a large new stock
iV. H. Rogers, Editor and Publisher. writes: "I was afflicted with lung fever of Bools and Shoes and Slippers for
and abscess on lungs, and reduced to a spring and summer trade. The stock is
Terms of Subscrip Hon.
complete and embraces the latest styles of
walking Skeleton. Got a free trial bottle
$1.60 per year if paid in advance; $1.75 if
Lsdies’ and Gents’ Shoes, which are sold
of Dr. King’s New Discovery for Con- at reasonsble prices. We sell
paid at three months, and $2.00 if
paid at six months.
sumption, which did me so much good Fargo’s Boots and Fine Ladies Shoes.
that 1 bought a dollar bottle. After using
Rates of advertising made known on application.
Yearly advertiaerehavothe privilege of three three bottles,found myself once more a

8PRIET8MA & SON,

L.

1885.

Holland, March 19,

7-ly

annum. ^ t

For
[omcuL.]
Board of Education.

ried.

Moved by Mr. McBride that Mr. De Roo be elected Secretary.— Carried.

The Annual Statementof receipt* and erpendttnrea was read and npon motion of Mr. McBride
adopted.

The

estimates of the amounts needed to be
raised by taxation for the support of the Public
Schools of the city of Hollandfor the ensuingvear
was read and upon motion of McBride adopted.

Adjourned,

New

A Card.

Now

buffalo .....

Benton Harbor...
Baugor ...........

Grand Junction..
Holland .........

9 00
11 85
12 42
2 07
2 30
8 30

Zeeland .......
Holland .......

Gradd Haven

chairmin. Its
faculty has just been reorganized and now
numbers seven professors and one tutor.
Prof. G. J. Sutphen of New Jersey who
has acquireda high reputation as a classical teacher assumes the chair of Latin, anc
Prof. J. J. Anderson of Alabama, who

is

and spent bis

past vacation as instructor in Prof. Harper’s summer school of

Hebrew

at Chau-

m.

EKT

5 35
5 45
6 30

...

20 11 55 6 50
2 00 12 28 725
2 10,12 33 780
8 05 1 20 8 15
Ip.m.
1

Holland .......

p.m.
Holland....

3
8
3
4

Fillmore..
Hamilton
Allegan.

.

9
9
9
10

.

Holland ....

drug

9 12

9

17

9 55

r'

The undersignedhas purchased the store and
stock of goods of M. Jonkman. on River street,
opposite tbe Phoenix PlaningMill, and will hereafter condncttbe business. He has a large stock of

Crockery,
Flour and Feed,

a

well-kept

and Glassware,

store.

Prescriptionsaccurately compounded
>y a competent prescriptlonlst,at any
time during tbe day or night. Come and

ifaiiMeelk

S6G US

BEST & LANDAAL,

8 15 9 35
8 50 10 20
9 00 10 25
10 00 11 15

Holland, Mich., August

1885. S0-ly

26,

new ones.

HAVING BEEN LICENSED TO DO

PLUMBING
in

15
14
80
00

for

CARPENTER, Gen. Pass. Agt.
CHURCHILL,Station Agent.

charge.

There Is a telephone In tbe store, and all orders
given through It will be promptlyattended to.

connection with the Holland City Water Works,
ws are ready to make

ESTIMATES

J. H.

G.

GHhre
Holuwd,

WA1ER PIPES

(

TOWNS Pass. Pass.

p. m.

a. m. p. m.
L Toledo A 11 10 5 10
.Dundee.. 10 10 4 15

^

V

M

..Britton ..

9 46

Ridgeway. 9 42

Tecumsen.

9 32
...Tipton... 9 17
...Ousted. 9 05
..Addison.. 8 43
..Jerome.. 8 26
..Moscow.. 8 20
..Hanover.. 8 09
..Pulaski.
7 57
...Homer .. 7 88
. .Marshall
7 06
...Ceresco., 6 49
.BattleCr’k 6 30
..Augusta..
..Yorkville.
..Richland.
Montleth.
....Fisk...,
.

.

.

•

Kellogg.

A Allegan

L

WHY WILL YOU

Train

3 52
3 47
8 37
3 22
3 08
2 45
2 28
2 21
2 10
1 59
1 38
1 14
1 02
12 44
12 27
12 20
*2 15
11 43
11 35
11 30
11 20
a. m.

i The imniediam results are Loss of AppeWill

fit

up residences for

Mix.
of physical and mental vtaw, distressing
seme of weighUndfullnessln the stomach,
and Increased Costtvencas, all of which are
known under one bead as Dyspepcin. i
» In every Instance where this disease doea
not originate from scrofuloustaint tat the
blood, A rut’s Pnxa may be confidently
relied upon to effect a cure. Those case*
not amenable to the curative Influence of
Aran’s Pills alone will certainly yield If
the PiLLfl are aided by the powerful bloodpurifyingproperties of Atm's Sabsapa-

Hot and Cold Water!
BATH TUBS, WASH STANDS,

and put In

All

p.

Etc.

kinds of

Cisterns and Drive Wells

m

800
7
7
7
6
6
6
5
5
5
5

33
21
03
43
35
29
55
47
37
25

pat in and repaired.

Dyspeptics should know that the longer
treatment of their msladv
malady la postponed,

•4

Give ns a call.

the

VAN LANDEGEND A KERKHOF,
Holland, Mich., June

19,

a large pro-

portion of ladies have attended this institution,

and some have graduated with

honor. The
living and

5NPU

RE

WHITE’

holic stimulants, Is Inevitably followed
by reactionthat leaves the organ weaker
than before. ,
» “Coettveoeee, todoeed by my aelmtary
habits of life, became ehronks; Araa'i Puts
affordedme Epeedy relief.Their oeoaeloualuse
hss etnos kept me sU rifbt.N HeuaM BaofftMorr, Ntvxtrk, X.
|
1 “I was inducedto try Ana’s Pots as a

T,Z.KA»
•UR E

J.

LINSEED;

Hnsic

and

build up the

open the 16th of September. A

number of new

struction In all branches under

parents having sons or daughters to

educate would do well to send to
stitutioninstead of sending

them

th’s In

far

from

home at much greater expense, placinj
them under influences less wholesome and
securing no better advantages for them.
should not Grand Rapids and vicin-

ity take pride in
in part its

patronizingand building
this college, within

own—

a« hour’s ride from

this

city.

logue.

If the west-

OWEN

Grand Rapids,

large

itudests is expected.

I.

TURTLE,

1 “They have

a compe-

For Sale.

A house and barn and fractionallot on tbe corner of Sixth and Cedar streets, will be sold at a
Director.
bargain. For particularsenquire of JACOB LOK29-8011. KER, oral the News office.
Hollaed, Mich., Aug. 24,
80-U

Mich.

_

FOR DYSPEPSIA and

1885.

Liver complaint,vou

have a printedguaranteeon every bottleof 8blHob’s Vitallser. It never falls to cure. For eale
by Yates A Kane.

A NASAL INJECTOR free with each bottleof
Shiloh's Catarrh Remedy. Price 10 cents. Fori
sale by Yates AKane.

Soldiers’Home

and

secured it,

why

should not Grand Rapids covet for western Michigan

a strong and

popular liter-

ary institution t Let the cltizenabe Jealous
«f the literary interests of their own part

Ind.

_____

and

of the state and manlfeat this by patroniz-

cago Dallies.

ing Hope College.”

Kidney dbeaeet, Nervousnees,Headache,
Sleeplessness and enfeebled condition of
the system. Tbe formula of Golden Seel
reputation aa Salvation OU haa (in so abort
Bitten U a prescriptionof a most succesaa time) without intilaslc merit of the high- ful German physician, and thousandscan
est order. It kills pain. Price 25 centa a testify to their curativepower*. Sold by
preparation could have

bottle.

made such a

Heber

Walsh.

2M

AYER'S PILLS,

‘‘DEMOCRAT’

The Tovar of Strength.
Golden Seal Bitten, a perfect renovator
of the system, carryioa away all poisonous
depoeits. Enriching, Refreehing,and In!Iu Liiliig Rmpipu in Wuttn Migu,
vigorating both mind and body. Easy o
administration, prompt in action, certain
it
in results. Safe and reliablein ail forms
of liver, stomach, kidney end blood disIt contains the Associated
eases. It is not a vile, fancy drink, but is
entirely vegetable. This medicine hss a Press dispatches, and arrives
magic effect in Liver Complaintsand
every form of disease where the stomac
in Holland several hours in
fails to do its work. It is a tonic. It wi
_____
__
Chlcure dyspepsia. It
Is an alterative
and the advance of Detroit
________

ffmMa

THE DAILY

i

ern part of the state justly claimed the

Watson, 169 BSaU AL, Chicago, III.
entirely eoneoted the eoetlve
habit, and vastly Improved my raeral health.’*
Set. Fbaecis B. Hxblowb, AAmfs, Qa.
•The most eftethre end the easiestphysio I
have ever (bond. One does will quteklv move
my bowels sad free my heed from pais/ W. L
Pass, Richmond, Vo.
**A suffererfrom Liver Complain*. Dyepepela. sod
tor the leal twenty
yeermTATEE’S PuLSbave bamftad me more
then any medicine I have ever taken." P. K.
Roeiaa, Nudmori, Brovn Oo.,
i
"For Dyspepsia they are Invaluable"J. T.
Bates. Mtzia, Turns.

vantages of a first-class music school. In-

Holland affordscheap tent Board of teachers. Fall term begins
is well calculated to foster Sept. 10th. Send for circular and cats

health of the students. The fall term wi

finer. I found their action assy, and obtained

offers all the ad-

city of

studiousness to preserve

ot cure it

and thus cure Dyspepsia.Temporary
palliatives all do permanent harm. The
fitful activity Into which tbe enfeebled
stomach Is spurred by “bitten,’’ snd alco-

Connections.

CATARRH REMBDY-a positive

Grand Rapids,

difficult

Never fall to reltere the bowels and promote their healthfuland regular action,

a.m.

8

cated at

mors

‘Ayer’s Pills

1885.

A

some years

(Military habits, mental worfy,!

malice V/Uuaupawuuiwuuncu uj gcuv.**

00IN0 EAST.

Pass. Mix’d Pass.

5 45
6 40
7 04
7 09
7 16
7
7 45
8 09
8 25
8 32
8 42
a. m. 8
6 10 9 15
6 87 9 44
6 49 9 57
707 10 15

Mich., Jnly M, 1865.

1885.

18,

CntrslTiai

a Call.
R. 8. WERKMAN.

same.

for all parties desiringthe

Taking effect Jan.

me

,_DYSPEPSIA.\_

patting in

Michigan and Ohio Railroad.

OOIHG VIST.

_

Goods will be delivered to
tny part of the city free of

15
10 80
10 40
11 15

Canada.

For

To Students ot

both sexes. For

No

first-

830

t Daily, ft Dally except Saturday. All other
trainsdaily except Sunday.
Tickets to all points in the United States and

F.

Cash Store!

Iheap

CIGARS,
and everything pertaining to

10

10 4 80 11
42 502 12
50 5 10 12
15 5 85 1

HEROLD.

Sept. 4, 1885.

‘

a.m. p.m. p.m
Allegan .....
Hamilton....
Fillmore .....

D

The

up as

and

PERFUMERIES,

IKP0BTAHT

Why

full

DRUGS,

At Toledo, with all railroadsdiverging. At Dundee, with T A. A. A G. T. At Britton, with Wabash,
St. Louis A Pacific. At Tecumaeh, with Lake
cure for Catarrh, Dlpthorlaand Canker Mouth.
Shore A Mich. Sonihern. At Jerome,with L. 8.
President Charles Scott, D.
For sale by Yates A Kane.
AM.
At Hanover, with L. 8. A M. 8. At
with his former able associates,and these
Homer wltbX. 8. A M. 8. (Lansing Division) and
Air Line Division of the Mich, Central. At Marvaluable additions to the corps of instrucshal, with M. C. R. R. At Battle Creek, with Chicago A Grand Trunk and M. C. R. R. At Montors can do better work than ever before.
tleth with G. R, A j. At Allegan, with Chicago
preparatory departmentextending
West Mich, and L. 8. A M. 8.
!
Trains II dally extent Sunday.
over four years, and the academic departB. McHUGH.
GeneralPassenger Agent.
ment offer great educational advantagesto
The Michigan Conservatoryof Music lo-

Many

'

FROM ALLEGAN TO HOLLAND.

cough when Shlloh’MCure
tauqua, N. Y., takes the chair of Greek. will viva immediate relief. Price 10 ct«. 50 cte.
and 91. For sale by Yates & Kane.
Both of these professors have testimonials

iaod.

fioptisiots.

m.

a.

30
45
55
30

EIGHTH STREET.

PHOENIX

FROM HOLLAND TO ALLEGAN.

met

SHILOH’S

IMAL,

TOILET ARTICLES,

p.m.ia.m p.m. a.m. p.tm.
Muskegon ....
Ferrysburg...
Grand Haven

02
24
29
39
55
12 08
12 30
Broken Down Invalids.
12 48
12 55
Probably never In the history of Cough 1 06
1 17
Medicines has any article
success
1 33
equal to that which has been showered up2 05
on Dr. Pete’s 35-cent Cough Cure. Thou- 2 17
2 86
sands of hopeless cases of Coughs, Colds,
and Consumption have yieled to this truly 2 56 737
8 04
7 35
miraculous discovery.
this reason 3 10 7 42
we feel warranted In risking our reputa- 3 45 8 24
8 53 8 33
tion and money oo its merits. Sold by
3 59
8 39
H.
29-4 4 10 8 50
p. tn. p. m.

from some of the best educators in the

&

PATENT MEDICINES

m. p.m. p.m. p.m.

30 t5 .30 5 35
10 6 30 6 30
15 6 40 6 35
50 7 20 7 10

46,

Holland, Mich.,

DRUG STORE!

FROM MUSKEGON TO HOLLAND.

lasting and fragrant per- a. tn.
cents. For sale by Yates 10 10

Walsh.

EAST END

class line of

3
4
4
4

NO.

E.

We have now on band a

20
05
13
55

30-ly

LANDAAL.

B.

p.m. p.m. a.m. a.m. p m.

10
11
11
11

Ferrysbnrg ......
Muskegon .....

1885.

D„

a m. p.m. a. m. p.m. p. m.
Holland ..........

CURE

Prof. Fairfield being the

R. B. BEST, M.

25,

CALL AKD^SEE US.

N.De MERELL,

R.

Holland, Mich., Ang.

9 15 1 00 10 40 4 15
10 02
11 23 5 10
10 15 1 40 11 38 5 35

.

Repairing promptly and neatly

done

FROM HOLLAND TO MUSKEGON.

11
11
instrucSHILOH'S
will immediately relieve 11
Croup, Whooping cough and Bronchitis.For sale 11
in the
11
by Yates A Kane.

visitors,

p.

GUST0M WORK.

kinds neatly executed.

Exp. Exp.

a.

Grand Rapids.

child.

was most highly commended

m.

pecial attention will be paid to

give Satisfaction.

FROM GRAND RAPIDS TO HOLLAND.

$1.00.

50

a.

Holland ............ 3 30 8 30 t4 45 10 15
4 56 10 25
Zeeland ............. 3 40
Grand Rapids ....... 4 25 9 15 5 45 11 15

bargains.

HACKMETACK" a

to order.

Work Warranted to

All

9 80
12 10 7 25
1 45 10 15
2 55 1 85
3 17 3 00
4 40 5 20

Mali. Exp Exp.

children’s
Ins. McBride,special committee on insurance,
Cloaks
have
just been received and will be
reported that all the policies have been made concurrent, and that $1,000 of the insuranceon the open for inspection at the Dry Goods Store
furniturein the Union had been transferredto the of D. BERTSCH. Call early and secure
Union school bnlldlng.— Adopted.
;ood
83-2
Ins. De Roo reported the receipt of I8.'.0.as rebate money on the grading and graveling ol Tenth
Serious Results,
street.—Adopted and the treasurer was charged
with the same.
One
or two doses of Dr. Schouten’s ComMoved by Ins. De Roo to add $25 to the salary
pound Syrup of Rhubarb checks iu most
of Miss K. E. Vaupell and Miss A. A. Cunning
ham.— Carried.
cases, diarhoen and the serious results o(
Mr. De Roo presentedrecommedatlons of Mr. summer complaints.Why ran risks, when
Horner.
one bottle of this famous remedy furMoved by Ins. Kantersto engage Mr. Horner for nishes relief? Sold by all dealers and can
three months.
be obtained of Dr. R. A. Scbouten,Cor.
Substitute offeredby De Roo to engage Mr. Horof Wenham avenue and Division street,
u«r for one year.— Substitute carried.
Grand Rapids, Mlcb. Price, 35 cents a
Moved by De Roo that the committee on school
27-tf
books and turnllure be instructed to buy one new bottle or three bottles for
Webster'sunabridged dictionary,and to hjive the
old one rebonnd.-Uarrled.
Log Lays are Here.
Adjourned.
C. J. DE ROO, Secrftarv.
And with them the much dreaded diseases with children, to-wit summer comrlaints. Any parent desirous of properly
Hope College.
protectinghis children against this disThe Grand Rapids Democrat of last ease should not neglect to buy a bottle ot
Dr. Scbouten’s Compound Syrup of RhuMonday contains the following article re- barb. It saves doctor's bills and the life
garding Hope College from the peu of of your
27-tf

Institution located at Holland, fume. Price 25 and
Mich., Is steadily growing in resources & Kane.

30
40
28
15
29
30

p.m. p.m.

Two hundred ladies’ and

"This

of all

FROM HOLLAND TO GRAND RAPIDS.

JfyMtol

Rev. P. Moeniyke:

8
5
6
7
7
8

SH02CS.

Work

Cemetery Work!

a.m. p.m. ptm. a. m.
Chicago ..........

city.

$15.— Adopted and the bills allowed.

All kinds of Building

00

IMPORTANT.

as a linguist

are the celebrated

Having just secured the services of a
competent and capable shoemaker, es-

FROM CHICAGO TO HOLLAND.

City.

widely known

among which

GROVER HAND SEfED

2 50 4 80 2 45 2 35 9 10
7 10 7 10 6
tt
p.m. p.m. a. m. p. m. p. m.

Buffalo .....

Chicago ........

To all who are sufferingfrom the errors
Holland, Sept. 7. 1885.
and indiscretionsof youth, nervous weak
Board met In regularsession. Members presness, early decay, loss of manliood,&c., I
ent: McBride,Kanters, Kremers, Harrington, De
will send a recipe that will cure you,
Roo and Steffens.
Minutesof Aug. 34th and Sept 4th read and ap- FREE OF CHARGE. This great remedy
proved.
was discovered by a missionaryin South
The Committee on Teachersreportedthat they America. Send a self-addressed envelope
had examined all the appointed teachers and recto the Rev. Joseph T. Inman, Station D,
ommended that a two-year'a certificate bo granted
26-ly
to all, excepting Misses C. J. Smaller. Maggie B. New York
Pfanstiehl,Johanna Schravcsandoand FrancesM,
West veer.— Adopted.
When you visit or leave New York City, nave
The Committee on School Books and Furniture
reported recommendingthat the Child's Book of Baggage,Expreasage, and Carriage hire and atop
Nature bo Introduced into room No. 6.— Adopted. at the Grand Union Hotel, opposite Grand CenMoved by Ins. C. J.De Roo that the matter of tral Depot.
Elegant rooms fitted up at a cost of one million
introducing a textbook on book-keeping be redollars,reduced to one dollar and upwards per day
ferred to Committee on Books and Furniture.—
on European plan. Restaurantsupplied with the
Carried.
best. Horse car, stages,and elevated railroad to
The Committee on Claims and Accounts recom- all depots. Families can live better for leas
mended to allow the following bills: C. J. De Roo, money at the Grand Union hotel than at any other
taking census, 915.00: Kremers & Bangs, goods, first-class hotel In the
4 My
$28.75;R. Kanters A Sons, goods, work on furnace,
978.18; R. E. Workman. sign posts.lfi.OO:H. Wykhuysen, clock repairs,14.60; H. Toren, paid out
for goods, $1.80; Geo. P. Hummer, balance for
Notice?.
music at commencement, $10,85; W. H. Rogers,
printing, $17.78: R. Kanters, money pain for
cleaning ward school, $3.00; H. Te Roller, work
Ladies’ Olokks.
and lumber, $83.15; P. H. McBride, Insurance,

of the board of state

BOOTS A SHOES

fail goafc.

Chicago and West Michigan Railway.
Bucklen’s Arnjoa Salve.
The best salve in the world for Cuts,
Taking Effect Sunday, June 21, 1885.
raises, Sores, Ulcers, Salt Rheum, Fever
FROM HOLLAND TO CHICAGO.
ores, Tetter, Chapped Hands, Chilblains,
Nl’t
torns, and all skin eruptions, and positiveTOWNS.
Mail Exp. Exp.
M^’d
y cures Piles, or no pay required. It is
uaranteedto give perfect satisfaction,or
a.m. p.m. ptm. a.m. p. m
10 25 1 40 11 85 5 00 2 15
loney refunded. Price 25 cents per box. Holland ........
11 87 2 30 12 87 8 27 4 35
Grand Junction.
’’or sale by H. Walsh, Holland, and A
11 65 2 44 12 52 9 20 5 15
Bangor ..........
)e Kruif, Zeeland, Mich.
180 3 36 1 45 12 00 7 00
Benton Harbor.

C. J. Db Roo, Sfc.

last report

MONUMENTS

made

dy is Ayer’s Sarsaparilla.

Hollamd. Sept. 7, 1885.
Annual meeting. Moved by Mr. P. H. McBride
that Dr. H. Kremera be elected President.-Car-

tion

has just received a large stock of the latest
styles of Ladies' and Gentlemen's

GRANITE AND MARBLE

all scrofulous disorders, for syphlli-

c and mercurial diseases,the best reme-

t

and power. Its thourongnessof

—

ir-'v

man, completely restored to health, with

^Busina a# Cards in City Directory, not over three
THE REV. GKO. H. THAYER, of Bourbon.
ilnea. $3 per
w
a hearty appetite,and a gain in flesh of Ind., says: “Both mvsetr and wife owe onr lives
Notices of Blrtha,Marriages, and Deaths published without charge for subecrtbsre.
lbs.” Call at H. Walsh’s Drug Store to SHILOH’S CONSUMPTION CURE” For sale
by Yatea db Kane.
Eg* AM advertising hills collectableanarterl
and get a free trial bottle of this certain
fmrra VillVtl smy befocndonflleatOml cure for all Lung Diseases. Large size ARE YOU MADE mleerabloby Indigestion,
Constipation, Diuiness, Loss of Appetite. Yellow
Skint Bhlloh’aVltalizerls a poaltlve core. For
i.OO.
Sale by Yates A Kane.
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^

HEROLD,

R.OeMEKELL, E
——dealer
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PMPAXSP ST
A Co* Lowell, Mam'

Dr. J. C. Ayer

Sold by all Dragglife*

ST.

“HiCTS TO BE hemeihbebed:

LOUIS

manufactures the
largest quantity of White Lead of
any city in the WORLD; and its
genuine brands;

mitODPLUG

“Collier Company,"

TOBACCO.

“Southern Company,"
la

“St Louis L. A O. Co., Red Seal,"
are always perfectly pure, and
known and used everywhere.
Consumers of White Lead should

the

BEST OBBW.
J5S

ASD

upon having the above
aenuinebrands.Dealers can buy

N

GREATEST SELLER,

XM
the

JsVKR SWELL,

;

Mrd.

GIVK8 OUOD Bir-

insist

Sent by mail at 50 cents per
month. For eale by

direct from factory, or from jobbers in Chicago or

B. P. HIGGINS, Newsdealer.

by aU Jobbers and retaUeft.

elsewhere.
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j

W. VENABLE l CO.,
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could not attend in person, a delegate sofa, heard him say: “This is the last ument, and endured for several honra
was appointed to visit nlm and beg a last of earth; I am content” He became the heat of the day, which, he declared,
Tow
word or cheerful measage. On June insensible at once, and lingered, faintly was worse than any he had experienced
And, woenin^ tears of pleasaro,
30, the delegate called on Mr. Adams, breathing,till 10 o’clock on the morn- in Mexico or Florida. Going home, he
Creep closer to hio heart
Four Girls and Two Men Drowned
and "spent some few minutes with him ing of the 23d, when he expired. Mr. insisted on eating freely of unripe cherWrapt in this modern mummy
in the Fox River at Oshin conversation, and took from him a Adams’ body was removed on the car ries and drinking cold water and iced
In cocaoless fold on fold
toast to be presented on the Fourth of drawn by six white horses that had milk, despite the remonstrances of his
Tot what a wondrous power .
kosh, Wis.
Those endless wrappings hold
July as coming from him." “I will served for Harrison’sfuneral, and after servant This brought on aq attack of
give,” said he, “Independence For- lying in state in Faneuil Hall, Boston, cholera morbns, followed bjr typhoid,
Of all the vocotahlos
Frail Boat Suddenly Capsized
From garden's length to length,
ever I” When asked if he would not was buried under the Unitarian Church, of which he died on the 9th. An imBe is the one most mighty—
add anything to it, he replied: “Not at Quincy, Massachusetts.
the Swell of a Passing
posing procession accompanied his re>>
Epitome of strength.
a word.” At this time Mr. Adams exANDREW JACKSON.
mains to the Congregational Cemetery,
Tng.
When'er his person enters,
perienced no Buffering, but respiration Andrew Jackson, the seventh Presi- the Episcopal services having been preAH noses niufl the air
became more and more difficult, till on dent, died on Sunday, June 8, 1845, at viously read in the East Room of the
And epicurean atoftiaohs
[Oshkosh (Wis.) special 1
For gastrictears prepare.
the morning of the 4th Dr. Holbrook the Hermitage, his famous homa For President’smansion by Dr. Butler and
The most melancholycase of drowning
predicted that the patient would not months he had been suffering from dis- Dr. Payne. His remains have been
A snbUo spirit rises
last much beyond sunset. “Unceasing ease of the lungs, dropsy, and diarrhoea. moved three times, and now repose in chronicledin the history of this city ocOf dinner in lull bloom.
An nppoMzIttg mlor
shouts,”we are told, “greeted the toast Almost to the last he was pestered by a pnblio spot in Frankford, Ky. After curred at an early hour this moruing near
Pervadingall the room.
offered at the Quincy banquet,” but as office-seekersand hero-worshippers. the burial in the Congressional Cemethe draw of the Milwaukee and SL Paul
tho guests, left the hall, news came of His last writing .was a statementto tery at Washington the body was reWbon at tho woll-laiditablo,
bridge, which crosses the Fox River. A
How is the palato blest!
the death of its author. He had passed help his old friend and soldier, Robert moved to a lot on tho Taylor homestead,
Ho betters other dishes,
away calmly and without sufferingat Armstrong, to a pension. On the 30th five miles back of Louisville,and then dozen operatives in the Diamond Match
Yot is himself tho best
the sunset of that brilliant and memor- of May he gave Mr. Healy, the artist, taken to Cave Hill Cemetery, Louis- Company’s works, principally young girls,
But call upon your lady—
able
day. “Thomas Jeffersonstill sur- the last sitting for the portrait de- ville. In 1878 the remains were placed were being rowed across the stream in a
Why is her smile so grim?
vives,” were the last words he uttered, sigijed for Louis Phillipps, of France. in the beautiful cemetery at Frankford, frail boat, and being caught in the swell of
Bcforu a word is spoken
She knows you’ve been with him
so far as could be gathered from his Nightly he blessed and kissed each where they are in the company of many a passing tug, the craft was upset and six
item Tranacript.
of the party drowned. When the
:e boat began
failing articulation. . Ho was buried in member of his family, bidding each a illustrious dead, including Vice Presito rook in the waves several of the cirls
the family vault in the cemetery, but farewell as if for the last time, then dent Richard Mentor Johnson.
became seized with terror, and m their apCLOUDS AND SUNLIGHT.
upon the completion of the Unitarian offered an earnest prayer for them and
MILLARD FILLMORE.
parent madness rose from their seats, and,
DT DUNCAN MACOBEGOB.
Church, of Quincy, just across the for his country. His Bible was always
Millard Fillmore the thirteenth Pres- rushing to one side, caused the terrible acstreet, in 1828, the body was removed near him. On the Friday previous to ident, died at Buffalo, New York, on cident. A young man named Wolff, who
Wanted : Men.
to the vault in the room beneath the his death he gave directions concern- March 8, 1874, and after lying in state was of the party, reached a landing-place
Not systemsfit and wise,
Not faithswith rigid eves,
church, where John Quincy Adams was ing his funeral, and dictateda letter— in St. Paul’s Cathedral, the remains first,and though somewhat exhnuRted saved
Not wealth In mountain piles,
also buried in 1848. Their wives are his last -to the President,bidding him were buried on the 12th, at Forest Lawn one or two lives with great difficulty.The
Not power with gorgeous smiles,
Not even tho potent pen
buried with them. The bodes lie in act prpmtly and resolutely in the af- Cemetery, three miles from Buffalo. A other persons were saved by a young man
Wanted: Men.
leaden caskets, placed in cases hewn fairs of Texas and Oregon. On the tall roonumont bears the inscription named Starbeok,who pushed out from
shore after witnessing tho accident. Those
from solid blocks of stone.
Wanted : Deeds.
morning of his death, a brilliant,hot “Millard Fillmore. Born January 7,
rescued were in an exhausted condition.
Not words of winning note,
THOMAS JEFFERSON.
day, he bade farewell to his family, 1800; died March 8, 1874.” Tho grave
Not thoughts from ife remote,
As the news of the accidentspread hunThomas Jefferson, the author of the friends, and servants, whom ho ad- is at the eastern extremity of the lot in dreds of people were attractedto the spot,
Not fond religiousairs,
anraytrs,
Not sweetly unguid
Declaration of Independence, and the dressed with calmness, strength, and the center of a grassy space.
and among them relatives of the lost ones.
Not love of scent and creeds
third President,died only a few hours even ambition,on the subject of reFRANKLIN FIERCE.
The scene during the search for the bodies
Wanted : Deeds.
before John Adams. On the 3d of ligion, concluding : “I hope and trust
Franklin Pierce, tho fourteenth was painful to witness, and tears and
Men and Deeds.
July he dozed hour after hour under to meet you all in Heaven, both white President,died on Friday, October 8, lamentations rent the air. In three hours
Men that can dwo and do
the influence of opiates. Rousing occa- and black," words he repeated again 1869, at the residence of Mr. Willard from the upsetting of the boat all the bodNot longings for tho new,
Not nratings of tho old
sionally, ho fervently expressed a de- in the afternoon as tho end was com- Williams, Concord, New Hampshire, of ies were recovered and taken to their desoGood life and action bold—
sire to live until the day he had assisted ing on. Hearing the servants on the dropsy and inflammationof the stomach. lated homes. The names of the drowned
These the occasion needs,
are: Johanna Matsohie, aged 20; Augusta
to consecrate fifty years before. At 11 piazza weeping, he spoke again: “What For the last three days of his life he
Men and Deeds.
Wiese, aged 15; Emma Bauer, aged 18;
o’clock at night he whispered to Mr. is the matter with my dear children ? was nearly unconscious, and died withLena Maidle, aged 12; Philip Berry, aged
N. P. Trial, his grandchild’s husband, Have I alarmed you ? Oh, do not cry
out pain. His body lay in state at 18; Louis Dicht, aged 25.
who sat by his bed: “This is the Be good children, and we will meet in Dorie Hall and was buried in the Minot
Former Presidents.
With the exceptionof Berry, the dead
Fourth?” Mr. Trist remained silent, Heaven,” At 6 o’clock he died without Cemetery, on Main Street, on the 11th. men were members of the poorer class of
’’drcnuiNtanceNUnder Which They being unwillingto say “Not yet!” a struggle or a pang. His funeral was The Pierce lot is at the northwestern laboring people and assistedin supporting
Hare Died from Washington to “This is the Fourth?" again whispered attended by 3,000 people on the Tues- corner of the old cemetery, and con- their parents. Beny, who was night watchCiirant.
Jefferson, and when the watcher day following. He is buried at the tains nearly an acre of ground. It is man at the bridge, was under a contract
nodded:
“Ah!" he sighed and sunk to Hermitage, on the Lebanon Pike, surroundedby a neat iron fence six with the girls to carry them across the river
Gen. Wasbington, tho first President,
sleep
with
an expressionof satisfaction eleven miles from Nashville, Tennessee feet high. The monument is of Italian for so much per week. It is said that he
took cold during a five hours’ ride over
was careless in the managementof the
massive monument of Tennessee marble, surmounted by a draped cross, boat, and intensifiedthe fright of the girls
Ins plantation, on the 12th of December, upon his countenance. His watcher
thought
him
dying,
but
ho
fingered
granite marks his grave, and that of his and its total height is fourteen 1‘eet wheiUhe boat first began to feel the effect
1790, during the last t\ro hours of which
eight inches.
lie was exposed to a severe storm of until 12:40 in the afternoon, occasion- wife he had loved so well.
of tne waves. The place where the acciMARTIN VAN BUREN.
-snow, hail and rain. The cold de- ally indicating a desire by words or
JAMES BUCHANAN.
dent occurredis one of the deepest points
Martin Van Buren, tho eighth Presiveloped itself next evening, when he looks; “I resign my soul to God, and
James Buchanan,the fifteenthPre- in the river, the water being thirty feet in
was very hoarse, but he made light of my daughter to my country” is a popu- dent, died at Kinderhook,Columbia sident, died at Wheatland, near Lan- depth. The water was chilly, and those
it “I never take anything for a cold," lar version of his latest utterances. County, New York, on July 24, 1862, of caster, Pa., on Juno 8, 1868, after an who were thrown into it were so numbed
that they could not assist themselves.
be said ; "let it go as it came.” At 2 On the fly-leaf of an old account book, asthma, which developed into a painful illness of one mouth, though he had
Their cries were heartrendingwhen they
Jefferson
wrote
this:
“Choose
some
uncatarrhal
affection
of
the
throat
and
•o’clock next morning he awakened his
been failing for nearly a year. His fell into the water. The accidentcauses
wile, but would not let ber rise to send frequented vale in the park, where is lungs. One of his last distinct utter- last hours were very peacefuland nearly universal sorrow.
“There is painless. On the night before his
lor a physician lest the latter should no sound to break tho stillness,but a ances was to his clergyman
There are various rumors concerning the
take cold. When Washington’s Secre- brook that, babbling, winds among the but one reliance.” He is buried in the death he gave detailed directions lor cause of the accident. It is asserted that
tary was called at daybreak he found woods— no mark of human shape that little village cemetery at Kinderhook, his funeral and tho erection of his mon- the watchman, who is among the dead,
bim breathing with difficulty. Physi- has been there, unless the skeleton of in the family lot. A granite shaft fif- ument, dictating the inscription, a rofiked the boat on purpose to frighten itu
cians were sent for, and meanwhilehe some poor wretch who sought that teen feet high marks his grave.
blank to the lelt for the date of death, occupants, and that this was the starting
WILLIAM HENRY HARRISON.
was bled and a gargle was prepared, place out of despair to die in. Let it
“which cannot be distant,” he said. point of the accident. After the waver
William Henry Harrison, tho ninth In the morning he asked for a drink of struck the boat, they claim, all were so terbat on attempting to use it he was con- bo among ancient and venerableoaks;
vulsed and nearly suffocated. The intersperse some gloomy evergreens. President, died in Washington City, water from the spring, saying to tho rified that they lost their heads and looked
only for safety. The people of the
Temedies of the physicians were also Appropriate one-half to the use of my April 4, 1841. He rode on horseback medical attendant,“Doctor, if disem- neighborhood where the dead resided are
family,
the
other
to
strangers,
servwithout avail, and at 4 :80 p. m. ho sent
to his inauguration,and stood bare- bodied spirits ever come back, I believe greatly iufcensed and threaten to do bodibis wife for his two wills, had her de- ants, &c. Let the exit look upon a headed, and without an overcoat,to that mine will be found about that ly injury to the day watchman at thu
stroy one and entrustedthe other to her small and distant part of the Blue deliver his inaugural, contractingpneu- spring.” His last authentic words, as bridge, who had also made a practice of
beeping, giving her instructionsas to Mountains.” iHis wishes have been monia, which was aggravated by subse- he sank into the sleep in which he died carryingpassengers across the river, but
bis letters, pupera and accounts.Be- well carried oui His remains lie in a quent imprudences. His last words were: “Oh, Lord God Almighty, us there is no reasonable cause for this, as tho
tween five and aix, when assisted to sit little enclosure to the right of a road heard by Dr. Washington were: “Sir, Thou wilt” His funeral took place on persons were satisfied to have the men ferwp, he said to his physioians,"I feel leading from Charlottesville, Va, to I wish you to understand the true prin- the 4th, the exercises being conducted ry them, because the distance by the reguthat I am going. I thank you for your Monticello. An obelisk nine feet high ciples of the government. I wish them by Dr. Nevin, President of Franklin lar avenues of trafficwas two or three miles
longer than by this route. The watchman,
attentions, but I pray you to take no marks the spot.
carried out. I ask nothing more.” A and Marshall Colleges, an immense
it seems, conducted the ferry without havJAMES
MADISON.
more trouble about me; let me go off
precessiontwo miles in length escorted concourse being present: He is buried ing obtainedthe consent of the agents of
James Madison, the fourth Presi- the body, which was conveyed on a at Woodward Hill Cemetery, Lancasquietly — I cannot last long.” Further
the road here, and the railroad men do not
remedies were tried without avail in dent, and the last survivorof the sign- funeral car drawn by six white horses, ter, on the banks of tho Conestoga. hold themselvesliable for the accident.
the evening. “About 10,” writes his ers of the United States Constitution, to its temporary resting place in the The lot is inclosedby a neat iron fence.
Uecretary, “he made several attempts died June 28, 1836. During his last Congressional burying ground, where All round the fence is a hedge of
to apeak to me before he could effect illness, when the family and Doctor the Episcopal service was read by Dr. blooming roses, and rose bushes are
MINERS CRUSHED TO DEATH.
it At length he said: Tam just going; wore at dinner, his voice was heard Hawley. His present resting place is planted in the inclomre.
fine
have me decently buried, and do not feebly from the adjoining chamber: at North Bend, Ohio, a few yard from sarcophagus of Italian marble marks
Four Men Killed and Six Badly Injured
let my body be put into the vault in “Doctor, are you pushing about the the track of the Illinois Central Rail- the grave.
-lees than three days after I am dead.’ bottles? Do your duty, Doctor, or I road, where it enters the tunnel The
While Descending a WilkesABRAHAM LINCOLN.
I bowed assent, for I could not speak, must cashier you.” Ho is buried at grave is a simple mound, unfenced, on
Abraham Lincoln, the sixteenth
barre Shaft.
fie then looked at me again and said: Montpelier, four miles from Orange a little knoll, and is shaded by beeches President,died by the hands of John
TDo you understand me?* I replied: Court House, Va. The grave is in the and other trees. There is no monu- Wilkes Booth, in Washington, April 15,
[Wllkeabarrespecial.]
•Toe.* ‘Tis well,’ he said. About center of a large field, in a lot about ment, and no inscriptionanywhere to 1865. Nine of the persons supposed
At the Oakwood shaft, just outside the
tea minutes before be expired (which one hundred feet square, surrounded tell the itory of the life of the departed to be implicated suffered condign punWms between 10 and 11 o’clock) his by a brick wall. On the gate is a sign, hero of Tippecanoe. The condition of ishment The funeral honors paid to city limits, the property of the Lehigh
breathing became easier.
lay “Madison, 1820,” Four graves are his grave was brought prominently be- the deceased Chief Magistrate were of Valley Coal Company, the men employed
quietly; he withdrew his hand from here. Over one of them rises a mound fore the country a few years ago. the most elaborate character. His re- in the mine were going down the shaft on
mine end felt his own pulse. I saw his twenty feet high. A granite obelisk Since then the mound has been ce- mains are buried at Oak Ridge Ceme- the carriage, as usual, to their work, at 7
countenance change, and spoke to Dr. bears the inscription:“Madison. mented on the top, in imitation of stone try, Springfield, Hlinois. A fine pile of
o'clock this morning. The shaft is eight
Grade, who came to the bed-side. The Born March 16, 1751." By its side is a slabs, and otherwise improved.
marble, granite, and bronze marks the hundred feet deep and ten men are let down
General’s hand fell from his wrist; I smaller shaft of white marble, inJOHN TYLER.
spot It bears the single word “Lin- at a time. A cage load was deioending,
took it in mine and pressed it to my scribed : “In Memory of Dolly Payne,
John Tyler, the tenth President,was coln."
and had almost reached the foot of
boeom. Dr. Craik put his hands over wife of James Madison, born May 28, taken ill on Sunday, January 12, 1862,
the shaft, when a rattling sound was
ANDREW JOHNSON.
bis eyes, and he died without a struggle 1768; died July 8, 1849."
while at breakfast at the Hallard
Andrew Johnson, the seventeenth heard ‘ overhead,and immediately after
JAMES MONROE.
large rock crashed through
•er a sigh.” The body was buried on
House, Richmond, Virginia, and died President, died suddenly at Greenville,
James Monroe, the fifth President, at midnight of the 15th. “Let me give Tennessee, on Saturday, July 31, 1875, the sheet -iron covering of the carriage,
Abe 18th, a schooner being stationed off
Alexandria to fire minute guns while and the third to die on Independence you some stimulent,” said his doctor. and was buried with Masonic ceremo- killing three of the men outright and so
Abe processionmoved from the house Day, died July 4, 1831. He passed “I will not have it," replied the dying nies on the 3d of August. His grave fearfully injuring Another that he died
shortly after beiug taken to the hospital.
to the vault The troops, horse and away in New York City, at the resi- man, and closing his eyes he quietly is at Greenville,Tennessee, on the
Several others were slightly injured.- Ihe
loot, led the way; then came four of dence of his son-in-law, Samuel L. passed away. 11 is body lay in state spot selected by himself. The monunames of the killed are: John J. Martin,
the clergy; then Washington’shorse, Gouvernor. His remains were depos- at the Capitol. Ho was a member of ment is of marble, upon a base of gran- a miner, aged about 35, unmarried,and
with his saddle, holsters and pistols, ited, with pnblio honors, in the Marble the ConfederateCongress, and was in- ite, nine and a half by seven feet. The living with his widowed mother in this
led by two grooms in black ; then the Cemetery on Second street, in New terred at Hollywood Cemetery, on the tomb was erected by the President’s city. James Kearney, a laborer, aged
body, borne by the Masonic order (of York, wher^ they reposed until 1858, 21 fit, by Bishop Johns. His grave is a three surviving sons.
about 25, unmarried. John Peterson, a
miner, aged about 26, married, and living
which he was a member), and officers, when they were removed, under the little mound covered with bushes, about
JAMES A. GARFIELD.
followed by the family and several old escort of tl)6 Seventh Regiment, then ten yards from the grave of Monroe.
James A. Garfield, the twentieth at Parsons. Thomas Jenkins, a laborer,
friends, and the corporation of Alexan- commanded by Col. Abram Duryea, to The last time the writer saw it, it was President,was assassinatedin the Bal- about 28 years old, single, and living at
dria. At the tomb the Kev. Mr. Davis Hollywood Cemetery, at Richmond, Va., neither enclosed nor curbed. At its timore and Potomao Railroad depot, in Miners’ Mills.
Those injured are: Patrick Smith,
lead the funeral service and delivereda the occasion being memorable for the head was a small magnolia tree, on the Washington City, July 2, 1881, by
bruised inside and on the back; Patrick
enthusiastic
warmth
with
which
New
brief address, after which the body was
sonth another magnolia, and on the Charles Guiteau, and died qf his wound Purscll, slightly cut in the back; Patrick
deposited in the vault with Masonic York’s citizen soldiers were received by north a young juniper tree. Near by September 19, at Elberon, near Long Kearney,slightly bruised in the hip and on
ceremonies. Washington’s remains their southern brethren. The remains are the graves of PresidentMonroe, Branch, New Jersey. During his ill- the right leg below the knee. The lastwere deposited in their present recep- rest on a beautiful site overlooking the William Allen, one of Jefferson Davis’ ness a popular movement was inaugu- named gives the followingdescription of
tade at Mount Vernon in 1837. The James River Falls above Richmond, bondsmen, Dr. Lawrence Roane rated to raise a fund of $250,000, to be the accident: “Going down the shaft, I waa
'Vault was built in accordance with the five feet under ground, in a vault of Warren, the philanthropist,James M. invested for Mrs. Garfield and the standing almost precisely upon the place
through the
provisions of his will, and is of brick, bricks |nd granite.
Mason, the confederate envoy to children. The sum was rapidly raised where the hole was brokeni ihrougn
roof of the cage by the piece of rock, but
with on arch roof. Over tho grateway,
JOHN QUINCY ADAMS. ^
England, a son of Jefferson Davis, and while the President lived, and after his
when I heard the noise of the rock coming
in a marble tablet, is the simple inJohn Quincy Adams, the sixth Presi- Liet Gen. A. P. Hill, of the Con- death additionalcontributions swelled down against the side of the shaft above,
scription: "Within this enclosure rest dent, and “the old man eloquent,”was federatearray.
the amount to over $365,000. On the and the smaller pieces strikingthe Yoof, I
the remains of General George Wash- found by depth where he could have
JAMES K. POLK.
21st of September tho President’s re- somehow stepped to the center and under
James K. Polk, the eleventh Presi- mains were conveyed from tho Frank- the cross-beam which supports the
wished its approach— in the nails of
Congress. On February 21, 1843, he dent, died at Nashville, Tennessee, lyn Cottage, where he died, to Wash- roof. The others were running back
ascended the steps of the Capitol with June 15, 1849, three months after his ington. Every city in the Union wag and forth to find a place of safety,
Washington, The Mount Vernon As- the accustomed alacrity, and took his retirement from the Presidency. He draped in mourning. The body was and all knew what the sound meant The
•odation has
the place in the House. While petitions had suffered from diarrhoea on the laid in state in the Capitol Funeral position saved me, as pieces of the rock
were being presented,suddenly there journey hotne, and a recurring attack services took place there on Friday, struck the roof and crashed down through
on the other side; My lamp was put out,
Was a cry of “Mr. Adams!” and a rush proved fatal. On hia death-bod he re- Sept. 23, and the remains were then
and as the carriage struck bottom 1 made a
of members towards his seat He was ceived the rite of baptism at the hands transferred to Cleveland, Ohio, where
step and went into the hole that had been
rising with a number of petitions in his of a Methodist clergyman.He is buried they were enttimbed September 26.
broken in the floor.'One of the smaller
of American independence. Adams, at hand when he was struck with npo- at the old family homestead at Nashpieces of the stone hit my hip. I got out
a remarkable.activityof pb-xv, and dropped down, clutching at ville, Tennessee. The monument is a
What do you suppose I’ll look like of the place and half fell off into the gangthis?” indignantly way. My presence of mind had not dehis desk, and falling into the arms of block twelve feet square by twelve in when I get out of tni
the member who sprung across the height
inquired a fashionably-dressedyoung sorted me, and my first thought was for my
1826, it was evident that he aisle' to his assistance. He waa.oarried
GEN. ZACHABY TAYLOR.
lady of a guard of an overcrowded brother Jim. I called to-him but there was
Gen. Zachary Taylor, the twelfth tramway car the other day/ “A good no answer. Then we searched the wreck,
into the rotunda, then into , the
fhe.
Speaker’s room. He attempted to President;attended the Fourth of dWy deal like crashed sugar, pugsi," said the
.
on
the local speak, but hie voice was a mere mur* *
_
l fWhen, mur, low and indistinct, though Mr.
head lying ove^the edge in the water of
apparent that he Aahmun, who was placing him on the [
the smile of an angel.
the sump, dead.
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DOWN TO DEATH.

off hli satin waiatowl,
hid silk shirt apart,
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“Oh! Bot I Salivated Him!”
the
lie actual
D. C.— The son of Sena- was
--------- exclamation of an honest’
suffering physician,spoken of one pt -bis paUents to
on his whom he bad glvou calomel for too euro of
biliousness and a diseased liven And ho bad.
chest, was cured by a few doses of Bed
sjUcaUd him for certain, from which he
Star Cough Cure. He publicly indorses it
never recovered.All these distressingconas prompt, pleasant and safe. Dr. Cox sequencesare avoided by the use of Dr.
calls it the best remedy. It contains no Pierce’s “Pleasant Purgative Pellets,” a
purely vegetable remedy that will not saliopiatesor poisons.
vate, but produce tbe most pleasing effect,
in vis orate the liver, cure headache,dyspepA Lesson in Arithmetic.
•ia, biliousness, constipation,ind piles. By
A story is told of a German who druggists.
j
owned some land in the oil regions, and
Howto deaden tbe sound of a piano In
who allowed a company to sink a well the next house— explode dyuamito under the
on his property, for which he was to player.
receive one-eighth of the product if oil
The worst cases cured by Dr. Sage’s
was struck. The well was a success, Catarrh Bemedy.
and each day the Teutonic gentleman
A spring bonnet springs right off to
would come down to the place, and church.— Prftzzl’i Weekly.
every time eight barrels were filled,
Good for Mon and Beast! Read Thinl
one would be rolled aside for him.
Army and Navy Linimentwill cure your
This arrangement did not seem to satisfy him, and he informed the company rheumatism, neuralgia,or croup In less time
than any other Liniment known. For sale
that thereafter he would want one- by all druggists. [See advt next issue.]
twelfth. This was readily acceded to,
and the next morning he was on hand

When

Louis R. Redmond, the South CaroChicago Tunes ; There are men ^ho
lina moonshiner,oomared, after for eight
collect old books, who hunt and search year* eluding the Government officials, was
for them, who even buy them when asked to surrender,he exclaimed:
“Never, to men who Are at my back I "
found, and take a pleasure in their
Before he was taken, five bullet* had gone
possession, but never yet has been clear through him, but strange to relate, ho
found the man to gather together old got well In the hands of a rude backwoods

newspapers. And yet the newspaper
prints are the more instructiveof the
two; and, while they do not go far
back as regards date, they are the best
illustrations of the habits and customs
of the generationwith which they are
contemporaneous.
Lying on the table in front of the
writer are three copies of the Ontario
Repository. The papers were printed
in 1831, and have now grown yellow
with time. So far as years go, they
are not so very old, for Andrew Jackaon was President when they left the
press— an old Washington one it must
have been— and he is in the memory of
men now living. But the very appearance of the papers themselves shows the
difference between that generation and
this. They were printed in Canandai
gua, N. Y., and one of them, dated
Feb. 16, 1831, has for a leading article
Ihe report of the Congressional Committee on Manufactures,discussing
Jackson’s message anent the tariff. It
is a protectionistreport, and reads
much like a Republican speech of the

nurse.

•

.

•

/

By the way, If Garfield had been In the
bands of a backwoodsnurse he might have
lived. A heap of volunteer testimony
against the infallibilityof the physicians
has been accumulating of late,, and
and people
are encouragedto do their own
n doctoring
more and more. It Is cheaper and quite as
certain.

Before Detective Curtin, of Buffalo,
caught Tom Ballard he “ covered " him with
bts revolver. Tom saw the point and
tumbled 1
Joe Goss was “covered” a few weeks ago
and be tumbled, and so did Dan Mace. Death
“fetched ’em” with that dreaded weaponkidney disease. But they should have been
lively and drawn first They could easily
have disarmed the monster had they covered
him with that dead shot— Warner’s safe cure,
which, drawn promptly, always takes the
prey. It is doubtlesstrue that sportingmen
dread this enemy more than any mishap of
their profession,and presumably this explains why they as a rule are so partial to
that celebrated “dead shot”
Redmond was right No man should surrender when attacked in the back. He ahould
"draw,” face about and proceed to the defense, for such attacks, so common among
all classes, will fetch a man every time unless “covered”by that wonderfully successful "dead shot”— Sportsman’sNews.

last campaign, but the remarkable
thing about it is that while Canandaigua
is in New York, and was then, and the
paper was issued Feb. 16, 1831, the
main news item is dated Jan. 14. It
took more than a month to get the information from Washington to the
place of publication. A month may
seem a long time to carry important
information a few hundred miles, in

these days of the telegraph,
when thoughts are flashed instan
taneously all over the world, but
the European news was yet slower of
travel. Under what would have been

i

,

_
_

_

early to see the result of the new plan.
As he watched the men roll aside but
one barrel out of twelve, his astonish-

_

-

.

MALT
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ment knew no bounds, and, tnrmng to
the chief operator, he exclaimed:

BITTERS,

you wish • certain cure for all Bloaftr
diseases. Nothing was ever Inventedthat wB .
cleanae the Blood tad purify the System eqnB ’
to Hope and HALT Bitter*. IX P
up the System, putsi new Blood in y
veins, restore*your> lost nppetlta i
If

Liver Trouble#, Biliousness, In

or

aeetlon. Constipation, Blck Headache*, D.
pepala, Nervous disorders, and ell Famal#
Complaints)when properly taken It is a earn
cure. Thousands have been benefited by ft
in this end other Wee tern Bute*. It is the
Combination of Vegetable remedies as yai
discovered for the restoration I© health of tho
•Weak and Debilitated. JPOBpijstJMayv
and
Bitten confounded with into,
rior preparations of similar name. I preecrtta

bem

HALT

Dot’s the first time I know dot eight
was more as tvrelil”— Pittsburgh Commercial.

by all druggists.

HOPS & HILT BITTERS CO,

Omm, lea

The Present Generation

A

Revivalist

on

Spider-Legged Dndes.

Gold

doesn’t save a man unless he
wants to be saved. Some of jion little
sinners are sitting around here waiting
for salvationto strike you as it did St.
Paul. Snow-bird waiting to be hit
with a cannon ball. [Laughter.]God
adjusts His ammunitionto the size of
the man He is after. Mustard-seed shot
will do for you. [Laughter.] God
won’t keep a man sober who bos a quart
of liquor in him all the time. God
won’t keep a young lady pious who has
her waist encircled seven times a week
bv the aims of a spider-legged dude.
[Laughter.]A religiousmeeting that
doesn’t break up germans, clubs, and
card-playing hasn’t got the right sort
of power in it Why don’t you say

the head of ‘'Cable News,” had there
then been any cable or any headlines
— for the news matter of these papers
is put in without anything to show its
character— is a clipping from the New “Amen” to that? (“Laughter.]
York American of Feb. 9. Due credit
This club in Atlanta is run by the
is given the paper from which the news
enemies of God. Look at them from
is taken, and the clipping shows that
head to foot and see.
the matter is taken from London paThe germans of this town are run
pers^ Dec. 24-and Jan 5. The news by the enemies of God. Look at them
covers the most of Europe, some of it, from head to foot and see. Card-playas it gets into the realms of Russia, Poing in this town is run by the enemies
land, and Italy, going back for its dates of God. Look at them from head to
as far as September and August;
foot and see. Unless this meeting
the paper— like one of its advertisers breaks up these things in Atlanta it
who says he “sells goods not much will take you some time to convince me
higher than down East, and as low as that God had much to do with it.
his neighbor”— is honest enough
[“Amen! amen !” all around.]
duly credit all its authoritiesand give
Some fellows don’t like what I say,
the correct dates, not claiming “special” and write cards about me. All I have
or “special cablegrams.” In fact, it to say is sign your name to what you
is hardly worth the paper’s time, as v
write* and by the time I get through yon
seemed to have no nval in the neigh you’ll hit the ground running. [Laugh-

borhood^ at least, no contemporary is
anywhere referred to.
The most important news from

abroad is the trial of the four ministers
of Charles X., of France, and their condemnation to perpetualimprisonment
with forfeiture of title, rank, and fortune. The resignation,by Lafayette
of the position of Commander of the

Lives at telegraphic speed-eats too fast, retires
too late, does not rise betimes, smokes, and
(alas, that we should have to say It!) chews too
much tobacco. The consequences are dyspepsia, a general absence of that robast and manly
vigor which characterizedour ancestors, and a
manifest proneness to early decay. Regular
hoars, a due allowanceof time for meals, the
disuse of excessivesmoking, and altogether of
chewing tobacco, In connectionwith a course of
Hostetter’s Stomach Bitters, will in nine cases
out of ten efface consequencesof the abases of
the laws of health indicatedabove. A want of
stamina, dyspepsia,nervousness,and biliousness are among these consequences,and they
are bodily ills to the removal of which the Bitters is specially adapted. Nor Is the Bitters ies <
fitted to overcome and prevent fever and ague,
kidney and bladder troubles, and rheumatlo
ailments. It is also a fine appetizer and promoter of convalescence.

WANTED

KrfuU

and pays a very liberal salary, with a chance for ooea*
petlng for severs]Premiums worth from |39 to tkk

Rheumatism, [jeuralgla, Sciatica,
Lumbtfio, Backache, Headache, Toothache,
\

im» ALL OTHIS BODILY PAIRS ARB ACRES.
lold

b

j
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SUBSCRIPTION

“What did you write that article
for?” asked the city editor of the reSend for new rated and oommiRRionaon THE
porter, pointing to an offending para- CHICAGO LEDGER. It il the beet wiling paper
in the United HUtea, and Agents can make BIG
graph.
MONEY handling it. Address THE CHICAGO
“Because it was true,” replied the LEDGER, 27lFninklin street, Chicago, ill.
trembling reporter.
“Is that the only reason ?”
“Yes, sir,”
“Well, go down to the countingroom and settle. You’ll never be a sucBlood Purifier and Life-giring

iNEGAR -DiTTERS

cessful

we

newspaper man, and

waste time with

you.”—

can’t

Merchant

Traveler.

Experiments have been made by a
committee of French experts, including
M. Pasteur, in order to ascertain the
best means of disinfecting chambers in

entle Purgstivo and Tonic ; s perfect
and Inrlgorstorof the syatem.
In tho history of the world baa a
medicine been compounded possessing the power of
Vinkoab Bittkes in healingthe sick ot every disease
man 4s heir to. One bottle will prove It.

_

r

______ Before
Never

DO NOT FORGET
Perry Davis’ Pain Killer
11,1

11

-

which cases of contagiousaffections
ter.] I want to eee the time when the have been lodged. The committee reaood men in a community shall set its ports that sulphuric acid gas is the
fashions and control its society. If yon best disinfectant; but recommends that
do your duty yon can kill out the club, instead of simply burning sulphur, as
eh pli
places, biand the germane, and card-playing in is done in barracks and"such
Atlanta. [Amens all around.] A ger- sulphate of carbon should be burned in
man is nothing but hugging set to rooms, as it is less injuriousto furnimusic. [Laughter.]A girl who was ture or metals.
begged not to dance the german, saic
What “Old Fritz” Said.
all the hugging she got was in the ger

; ***

i

if
&&

New York.
year 1799 New York

Slavery in

Tho admission into

the Union, after

GovIn the
adopted
ernment,
of
Vermont
and
Kentucky
as
a gradual emancipation act. There were
then about twenty thonsand slaves in new States caused the number of stars
the State. In 1817 ^another act was and stripes to be increased to fifteen
passed declaring all slaves free on the each; and tbe subsequent addition of
Fourth of Jute,, 1827. “Enquirer” will five other States led to the following
observe that there have been no slaves, enactment, which is yet in force, apthe establishmentof the present

_

organized on an Improvedplan! Yet tho result is solely due to an effort of nature, reenforced, regulated, and sustained by the
purest and best Vegetablealterativeand
tonic that ever passed tbe lips of tho sick ami
suffering.^

'Tis a poor dress that
ways.— Carl Pretzel.
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GIVES Wholesale Prices
direct to consumers on all goods tor
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Actual Settlors. The most prospweee
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contains a full history of hla noble and etei
Introductionwrittenby Grant’sPsator,
is Indorsed by OranPei
intimate friends.Kendforextr* term* to agents,
dress National Ptibllahiner Co., CHICAGO.
life.

MONTGOMERY WARD

his friends will call

new

and Deeds of

GSJ&GMnt

yon.

He

:

Life

expense off mailing. Let ns hear from

ly

[Laughter.] Some of the spider-legs
upon him.” Those in Nashville talked about slapping my
Important.
who make patent medicines are, how- face. When they told me about it I
When yon visit or leave New York City,
ever, as noisy as any of this day, and said, with all his faults, the spider-leg save Baggage Expressageand Carriage Hire, and
their single columns, “next to reading has very sound judgment on one point stop at the Grand Union Hotel, oppositeGrand
Central Depot; coo elegantrooms fittedup at a
matter,” are filled with testimonials He knows better than anybody in the cost of one million dollars, it
reduced to $1 and
from ministers, who live at a distance, world whose jaws to slap. [Laughter.] upwards per day. European plan. Elevator,
Restaurantsuppliedwith tho b
best. Horse cabu,
the same as any of a later date.
ntage, and elevated railroad to all depots. Fami—Rev. Sam Jones, at Atlanta, Go.
lies can live better for less money at tks Grand
Typographically,the papers are
Union than at any first-classhold In the city.
above criticism, being clearly and neatOur Flag.
ly printed. The paper, of course, is
No mattkk how fond a man may be of
The subject of a flag or standard was gambling, when ho loses his money It Is a
poor, and now grown yellow, but the
print is better than the average coun- consideredearly in tbe Continental sort of anto-dote.
trv weekly of to-day. No attention Congress; and on the 14th of June,
Gently Ikoe# It.— Without pain or Irriwhatever is paid to local news, and the 1777, this resolution was passed
tation Da. Walkbii’sVimbgak Bitters reResolved, That tho flatr of the thirteen lieve the constipated bowels; at the same
foreign matter is all taken from exUnited States be thirteenstripes, alternate time so thoroughly toning these inner memchanges, so the cost of collectingmat- red and white; that the union bo thirteen branes and restoringtheir moohanical action,
ter was smaR.
stars, white, in a blue field, representing a that it seems as if they had been actuallyre-

_ j most beautifuland finest toned
i the world. Iavo prices, tan ptsb
meni. Send for catalogue. Adcfreea
Weaver Organ 4 Piano Oo« xork.m.

Aeents Wanted rot

dies*

National Guards of France, is also
commented on at length ; in fact, any man, and she didn’t mean to give it
news concerning Lafayette seems to be up. That’s all tbe german is. Now,

It was an aphorism of Frederick tbe Great's
that “Facts are divine things.”An undisputed fact is that Dr. Pierce’s “Golden Med
seized npon as particularlyinteresting if yon don’t like that, you just lump it
ical Discovery" is the most powerful liver
to the Amreican readers.
[Langbter.] Sow whisky and reap vltallzer extant, and by its characteristic and
But the advertisementsare especial- drunkards! Sow cards and reap gam- searching action will cure dyspepsia, const!
signs of the times. Every blers. Sow germans and reap spider- patlon, dropsy, kidney disease, Blok-headache, and other maladies which, popular
merchant who calls his wares is modest legs. [Laughter.]I made it so warm opinion to the contrary notwithstanding,are
to an extent that would surprise the for the spider-legs in Nashville that be- directly traceableto a diseased condition of
one of to-day. No one claims to sel fore I left there they began to unload the liver, by which its work as purifier of the
goods less than cost; no one sells any on the negroes. You could see little blood is made incomplete.All druggists.
cheaper than his rivals.
simply negroes going around town with tight
How to raise mustaches -stir up the ash
tells the reader that he has certain breeches and tooth-pick shoes on. barrel on a windy day and the mussed-ashes
are sure to come out.— Texas Siftings.
goods to dispose of, and “hopes that

^

It

AGEJNTS.

He Lacked the Requisites.
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AXLE GREASE.

DROPSY
Price, 2B ot*., 50 cte. and filAH) per Bottle.

SOLD BY ALL DRUGGISTS.

ASKSm

Newsdealer fovTHE CHICAGO
T Btoky Pafxu
adit.

TREATED FREE.
DB. H. H. GREEN,
A

Specialistfor Eleven Tears Pact,

WINTER WHEAT.
free sample to H.A. KTKKN KKHKN, Appleton,Minn.

TELEGRAPHYB

in

I furnished, Writo ValentinoBros.. Janesville /WK

eight to twenty days.
Cures patients pronouncedhopeless by fee beet off'
rslclans.

won’t turn both
ioms are removed.

HAY FEVER.

FREE

EIj’n Cream Hnlm was recommendby law, in this State for fifty-eight proved on the 4th of April, 1818;
AN
ACT to establish the Hag of the United ed to mo by my druggist as a preventive to
years. There were very few in 1827;
Hay Fever. Have been using it as directed
States.
nearly all had become free under the
Be it enacted by the Senate and House rf since the i th of August, and have found It a
act of gradual emancipation passed in Representatives of the United States of America specific for that much dreaded and loathsome
disease. For ten years or more 1 have been
Patent Att’ys, Washington. 1)
1799. It may be proper to remark that irt Congress assembled,That from and after a great sufferer each year, from August Otn
the 4th day of July next the flag of the United
many of the people of the North who, States be (tbirteonhorizontal stripes, alter- till frost, and have tried many alleged remeprevious to 1863, were in the habit of nate red and white; that the union be twenty dies for Its cure, but Ely's Cream Balm Is the can we not make it to your advantage to trade with
only preventive I have over found. Hay ns? Prompt shipments sod satisfaction guaranteed.
turning up the whites of their eyes in stars, white In a blue field.
THE W. C. METZNEH STOVE RrVAIK CO., \V> k m
Sec. 2. And be it further enacted, That on Fever sufferers ought to know of Its efficacy. Went HsnAolnhHire-e*.Ditesgo Cstalovne sent free.
holy horror when any one alluded to
FRANK
B.
AINSWORTH,
tho admission of every new State into the
slavery in the South, were very apt to Union one star be added to the union of the
Of F. B. AINSWORTH 4c CO., Publishers,

cases

PATEHTS

i

a

numl

•

Uvea’

,

be

_

the' sons or

heldiLaves in

daughters of men who flag; end that such additionshall take effect
Sc/tenecfadj/ on the 4th day of July then next sueceeding

this State.-—

Star.

.

Never Passed’ Through the Crucible.

General agent of insurance company— An you are one of tho leading
merchant^ of this place I have called
upon you to
a ask a few questions about
who has applied for the local agency of our company. Have you
known
>wn Mr. Smith long?
Leading • merchant- About twenty
years.
G. A.

*

L C.-What

is

hU character?

Wcsjawr-

have known him for twenty years?
L. M.— True, but I cannot tell you
his character, for the
for any

office.

such admission.

Whenever, therefore, an American
sees this glorious ensign of his country,

Indianapolis,Ind.
I have been afflicted with Hay Fever for
seven years— Ely’s Cream Balm cured mo
entirely.

_

H. D. CALLIHAN, Baggage Master,
I. 4c

St L. R. U., Terre Haute, Ind.

the stripes reoall to ius mind the birth
Pure Cod-Liver Oil, made from selected
of the Republic, with the events that
livers on the sea shore, by Caswell, Hazard
surrounded it; the stars suggest its A Co., New York. It if absolutelypure and
wonderful development in size, in re- sweet Patients who have *006 taken it
sources, and in power; and in homage prefer it to all others. Physicianshave decided it superior to any of the other oils in
to the national grandenrand protective
market
authoritywhich it represents, wherever
"Pot op” at the Gault House.
he beholds it— whether in mid-ocean
The business man or touristwill find firstfloating at the head of a passing ship,
class accommodations
at the low price of $2
or waved aloft in tlte streets of foreign
and $2.50 per day at the Gault House, Chlealands— he lifts his hat to it with a patri- gp. oorncr
conrer Clinton
Clintonrod
ai MadHon street*. This
iterofthe
otic feeling of filial love and pride.
from the Union Depot
Edmund Alton, in St. Nicholas.
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Lorillard’s Climax Ping

NaYyjniwffage. and that Lorlllard’a Suuffe, are
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A

good

for horses?: It is for inflamma-
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Clear Skin

only a part of beauty;;
it is a part Every lady
may have it ; at least, what
looks like
Magnolia
Balm both freshens and,
is
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lir circulation,so that there is not a
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whole nervous system. If

the
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DERS

would be so stunted and

generation.— Z>r. Richardxm.

by the

workings of the

necessary

What would

I

license law

be thought if the legislature

like? No one doubts that the license law
legalizing the sale of intoxicating drinks
does all this mischief, indirectly; for sta
tiitlcal facts

show us that most of the

grant crimes of our country,

punishment

r/4:

demanding

bands of the

at the

fla-

shops.— iZrr. L.Anderwn in Golden Center.
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regulate the bowels.

family can afford to be without them.

They

hundreds of dollars in doc-

will save

tor’s bills every

year. Sold

-

at fifty cents

by Heber Walsh.

a bottle
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Hay Fever.

IT

the germs being a cause of the malady.
a not very sultry day,

three or four hours in the country have

HAS NEVER FAILED.

an hour

in

an

train has sufficed to bring on the

way,

week or two has been

a

freedom from

such

Secure Healthy
to the Lives

5to

pol-

a short period under the protection of
carefully wetted cloths through which the

at

WYNHOFF

B.

Dress Goods, Table Linens,
Skirts, Hosiery,

Stairs,

Hand Railing, Sash

Doors, Blinds,

A

full

Brackets, etc.,

made and

always on hand.

furnished.
I

and Shop on Riuer street,

Office

have the agency

JAS.
Holland, May

37,

HUNTLEY.

"
“

Goods delivered free of charge.
B.
Holland, June

00.

,

BILLY’S

ments in town.

one of the preserving chambers In

a

cold

meat. The remedy, however,
was too violent to be generallyadopted,
but a temperature of 60 deg. would, no
doubt, suffice,and could be, of course,
store for

SODA
Best inthcWorltL

yon can get a

A Good Clean Shaye.'
A Scientific Haircut or
Invigorating Shampoo.

WYKHUYSEN
dealer In-

summer.

Erysipelas and Salt

as a blood

purifier. .

Solid Gold and Plated Chains.

Thi Boy’i Advict.

Silverware, Platedware,

"Oh, yes,” responded the storekeeper,
“we’ve kept them for years.”
“Well,” returned the boy, starting for
the door, "yeu ought to advertise, snd
then

jou

wouldn’t

Norrittowi

A

Jewelry and Clocks.
I alio

keep on band a

•

western paper shys: Nothing will

full line

of

Spectacles!
My

keep them so long.”—

Herald.

stock of

SILVERWARE
is

unsurpassedin

this city.

men more

_

CHERRY PECTORAL

haa,

in numberlessinstances,cured obstinate
cases of chronic Bronchitis,Laryngitis,

and even acute Pneumonia, ana

AYER’S CHERRY PECTORAL for treatment of Croup and Whooping Cough.

•

These are aQ plain facta, which can ba
verifiedby anybody, and should be remembered by everybody.
\

• PREPARED BY*
Dr. J. 0.

Ayar A

Sold by

Co., Lowell, Maas.

all

Druggists.

*760
Ron

Leif, Fine

Cut,

|

IBM

AW

Navy Clipping
and Snuffs

Grand Haven, Ottawa connty,Michigan,

and said assignmentof mortgagewaa recorded In
the office of the Register of Deeds of the County
of Ottawa, Stats of Michigan,on the 8th day
of Angnit, A. D. 1886, at 11M o’clock,a. m., in liber
30 of mortgagea,on page 903, and which mortgage
contains a power of sale which haa become operative by said default In payment;and no salt at law

•am of aevra hundred and twenty-sevendollars
and twenty six cents, (1727.28.) (The last payment make on said mortgage waa on the Mth day
Janaary, A. D. 1871.) Notice, therefore,la hereby given that the aald mortgage will be foreclosed
by a sale of the mortgaged premises described In
•aid mortgage to satisfythe amount doe thereon,
Interestfrom this date, and costa of foreclosing,at
public auction or vandue to the highest bidder on
the 24tli dsty of
A.
at one o'clock In the afternoon of that day, at the
front door of the Conn Honae in the city or Grand
Haven, in the Connty of Ottawa, and State of
Michigan, that being the place where the Circuit
Conrt for said connty Is held. The mortgaged
premises to be sold are described In said mortgage
as follows, via: Ail that certain piece or parcel of
land, aitoate, lying and being in the connty of
Ottawa and State ofMichiganknown and described
as follows to-wlt:The southwest fractionalquarter
of section twenty-one, In town five, nonh of rang*
sixteen weat, containingsixty-fouracres, more or
of

NmaWr,

D.1885,

less.

Dated Grand Haven, Ottawa Connty, Michigan,
Angiat 10th 1886.
Particular attention if called to the fact
GEORGE W. McBRIDE, Auiffn* of Mortgage.
properly applied.— Tide ‘cure’
Akilit 4 McBridb,
that all my gooda are flrst-ciaaaand are
AUomthtfor Aukqmof Mortgage.
very successful in many cases, •old at low pricea.
sick

byit.

AYER’S

Ayer’s Cherry Pectoral,

!Era.t’fek.

•a

ft
NOTHING NEW!
only that the

Ladies’ and Gents’ Lockets,
“Say,” uid the editor’s smart little son,
as be entered a store, "do you keep
knives?”

troduced where Its use has ever been
abandoned, and there is not a person
who has ever given it a proper trial
for any throat or lung disease susceptible of cure, who has not been made

Roeef

entirelyaway from Mrs. J. C. Anderson,

No equal

offered to the public.

is not a household In which this
Invaluable remedy has once been in-

WATEB

Rheum was driven

Peshtlgo, Wis., by Burdock Blood Bitters.

first

1 There

any time.

Default having been made in the conditionsof
of a certain mortgage, made the ninth
foeeph M. Crofoot, Ladies hair, cleaned and dressed in the latest
v. uv.MMiw, w.iwva wuufr/, —chigan. to Marti n
fashion.
Winter, of the same place,and recorded in the office of the Register of Deeds, of the county of Ottawa, state of Michigan, on the 17th day of No- FIfiSI-CLASSTOILET
FOR SALE !
vember, A . D. 1885, at 8 o’clock In the afternoon,
W.
BAUMGARTEL,
in Liber“G” of mortgages, on page 418. Said mort_
gage was, on the Mth day of Janutrr.A.
January,A.D. 18n,*a1871
Holland, Mich.. March 19. 1866.
slgned by said Martin winter, to Willem J. Mulder, of Holland, Ottawa county, Michigan,and the
assignmentof mortgagewaa recorded In the office of the Register of Deeds, of the county of Ottawa, state of Michigan, on the sixth day of Aug
nat, A. D. 1885, at llVo’docka. m., In Liber SO of
Oust Mt Inducements *rer ofmortgagea, on page 202, and on the4tb day of Augfered. Now1! your ttma to (Mop
ust, A. D. 1885, said mortgage waa assigned by
orifertforoorcelebratedTeas
andOwibesaadreoureatwauttPeter llnlder.sole reeldnary,legatee and executor
1 Gold Band orMore
of the last will and testament of the estate of Willem J.Mnlder, deceased,of Laketown, Allegan
conntr, Michigan,to George W. McBride, of the
city of

borne without inconvenience in the hottest

Is not a new claimant for popular confidence, but a medicinewhich is to-day
saving the lives of the third generation
who nave come into being since it wa*

baa
saved many patientsIn the earlier stages
of Pulmonary Consumption. It la a
medicine that only requires to be taken in
small doses, la pleasantto the taste, and la
needed in every bouse where there are
children, as there is nothing so good aa

TONSORIAL PARLORS

_

of the large

jecting a hay fever patient to the action of

Cherry Pectoral

well

payment

Turkish baths or other similar establish-

:

|

AYER’S

HAIRDRESSING A SPECIALTY.

a large scale, such an estab-

have been conclusivelyproved by sub-

WYNHOFF.

1883.

14,

T?

at

lishment could be easily worked at

1

|

.

Mortgage Sale.

which nothing

The beneficialeffects of low temperature

this city

see them.

simple, neither more nor less than a series

with any

-

These lamps are a great improvement on all other lamps
both as to quantity of oil
Sept. 25, at Coopersuille; used and the amount of light
October 80, at Grand Hauen, which they give. Call and

For sale at the drug store of H. Walsh.

deg., could pene-

invaluable for diseasesof tbs

"I have never found, In thirty-five years of
continuous study and practice of medicine, any .
preparation of so great value as Atxr'u Cbxrrt
Pectoral, for treatmentof diseases of the
throat and lungs. It not only breaks op colds |
and cures severe coughs, but la more effective
than anythingelse In relievingeven the most
seriousbronchial and pulmonary affections.’*

Notice to Teachers.

Price *1.

profit, in connection

in

The following schedule of times and places for
holding public examinationsof teachers has been
arranged by the Ottawa County Board of School
Examiners for the fall of 1885:

cinesof the oildom.
A. L. SMITH.

and possiblycooled

"

:—

The same opinion Is expressed by the
well-knownDr. L. J. Addison, of Chicago,
111., who says

Needle Gas Lamp.

1883.

fever cure.”

Upon

Nothing else gives such immediate relief
and works so sure a cure In all affections •
of this class. That eminent physician.<
Prof. F. Sweetzer, of the Maine Medical ,
School,Brunswick, Me., says
»
"Medical science haa produced no other anodyne expectorant ao good as Aran's Chebht

i

for the celebrated

near the corner of Tenth street,

drawn from this is,
that it would be worth the while of some
enterprising individual to establisha "hay

trate.

\

\

to be

but air deprived by straining through wet

I

into the gravest maladies of the throat
and lungs, is a considerationwhich should i
impel every prudent person to keep at
hand, as a householdremedy, a botUe of ,

Pectoral. It is

and complete line of

CROCKERY

Mouldings,

MURPHY DROS„^

to about 65 or 60

A Safeguard.

throat and lungs.

Q has won the faror of
the publicand now ranks
among the leading Medi-

down

White Goods,

Etc,, in endless variety.

may be risked without setting it up again.

flannelof all germs,

(J. FLIEMAN,

the store of!

done on short notice.

moderate amount of exposure to germs

of sleeping apartments into

Call and examine and give me u trial.

The fatal rapidity with which alight
Colds and Coughs frequently develop

Planing and Re-sawing

6 hu taken the lea* la
the ules of that dasa of
remedies, and baa rite a
almost uni renal satmactk»,

The arrangement (would be extremely

I will sell at astonishingly
low prices in
o*der to make room for my fall stock.!

AYER’S CHERRY PECTORAL.

shows that if the attack is once stopped, a

The conclusion

which

golug on in the stock of

all

ished and completed.

night spent at sea. Experience

still, a

OTHERS

No

1884.

13,

1885.

certain

and

wiahin
ig anythingIn my line can do no better than
by calling
fng on me.
me. 1 have a large stock of readymade work In

Genuine Cyclone

All applicants for 1st or 2nd grade certificates
will please appear, at the regularexamination,
Oct. 30. An allowance will hereafterbe made on
the average standing of applicants for attendance
at teacher*’ Institutes.
By order of Ottawa County Board of School Examiners,
ALBERT LAHUIS, Sec'v.
Zeeland, Mich.. July 10.
21-1 5 1

cure, as has been proved by sleeping for

FARMERS

COST.

breyman.

0.

Holland, Mich., May

(Regular.)

perfectlyuseless. The above conditions
combined effect an almost miraculous

more

stock.

kinds of buildings, fin-

d relieveall bib
mua troubles.
ova oies.
Jous
Pwly fvtti&U; Ho Qripiag. Pries 28a. All Drazdik

as snuff, or

other applicationto the nostrils,being

air is, as it were, filtered, or

Come and examine our

HUNTLEY,

Estimates given for

KM

mmm

tack.

be, first, sleep; second,

Goods are warranted

All the

to

a violent at-

The only check to hay fever appears

on hand which I propose to sell at

are especially

[WITS

Sleighs of Every Description.

Dry Goods & Groceries,

TORPID LIVER.

moving crowd stirringup dust

and pollen, have produced

len; the so-calledcures,

SPECTACLES

have a lot of

Holland, Mich. Oct. 2341881.

SYMPTOMS OP A

an open air exhibition, in the same locali-

I also

trouble to show Goods.

The Greatest Medical Triumph of the Age!

instantaneously. Sold by Druggists,or
sent by expresa on receipt of $1.
Office, 44 Murray 8t.a New York.

passed

also keep on hand a large assortmentof

is

to such cases,
ebango of feelin g as to astonish the sufferer.
They Increase the Appetite,and cause the
bady to Take on Flesh, thun the system Is
nourished, and by their T^nlc Action on
the IMceativeOraans.ftegalar
Stools are
produc<^^Mcea8c^44Mfewy8t..lf.Y.

Durability

they beat everything.The dash is a* new device
which cannot be broken.

FULL LINE OF GOLD PENS.

without trouble, but a couple of hours at

ty, with a

I

1885.

PILLS

or

in

xixxros Strength and

r>

r*

ever displayed in this city.

R. KANTBRS A SONS,
Holland, Mich., July 10,
88-8m

Loaa of appetite.Bowel* costive, Palo In
the head, with a dull Mentation In the
back part. Pain nnder the thoalderblade, Fallneu after eating,with a disinclinationto exertion of body or mind,
Irritability of temper, Low spirits, with
a feeling of having neglected some da ty,
Weariness, Dizxlness, Flattering at the
neart. Dots before the eyes, Htadache
over the right eye, Restlessness, with
fitfuldreams, Highly colored Urine, and

o

l*

make water connectionsfor

always In stock. All plnmblng warranted.

Glossy Black by a single applicationof
this Dir. It Imparts a natural color, acts

most ag-

gravated symptoms; in the same

town,

express

a

mu m m srcm

JAS.

com-

The largest assortmentof
id i

Sprinklers, Fountains, Jets, Etc.

TUTUS

cotters for cue and
anperior,while in

for are

to be just as represented.
I am preparedto do repairiog land en
Indestructible Hose, Hose Reels, graving promptly and in the best manner

TUTTS
HAIR DYE.
Ghat Hair
Wuisnaa changed a

been spent without Inconvenience;but on

Rea- Northwestern Sleigh Company,

and a

adapted
one dose effectssuch a

g*erms,but an agitationor disturbanceof

the same day, half

are

for which we keep on hand ail modem fixtures.
There Is nothing In the lino of plumbing that we
cannot do or supply.

A

FOR NEURALGIA

TUTT’9 PILLS

at

and other business buildings.Also for

CONSTIPATION.

germ theory, not only the presence of the

Watches

ofMilwaakee.These

and are prepared to

RECEIVE IMMECN-

CURE

Careful observationsfully bear out the

For instance, upon

We

25 YEARS

the purest and

cure Kidney and Liver complaints. Puri-

and

.

Silver

sonable Prices,

!

NEURALGIA

ATE AND PERMANENT
LIEF; r. IN FACT, AS

medicine known and will positively

ify the blood

Opjo and

So.

give entire satisfaction and are rapid sel-

lers.” Electric Bitters

made by the

AND BRONCH-

OF
_

CUTTERS

reasonable prices.

IAL TROUBLES GIVES IM- DWELLINGS,
HOTELS,
MEDIATE RELIEF. »
THE MOST VIOLENT ATBARBER SHOPS,

Mr. T. W. Atkins, Girard, Kan., writes:
"1 never hesitate to recommend your
ElectricBitters to my customers, they

best

sell at

*

civil law,

have their gemination in licensed grog-

Thousands Say

which they

OUR FAMILY,- '
ALVAH PINCKNEY.

(CATARRH,

natural and

robbery, arson, murder, idleness and such

IN

GOODS,

SSihtrm flitrim ui fuot Cook

THERIA, SORE THROAT,

how

should enact laws directly legalizingtheft

WARRANTED

haa is slock a somber of the

DIAMONDS,

/DR.-THOMAS'ECLECTRIC OIL FOR COUGHS, Licensed Plumbers
COLDS, C ROUP, DIPH-

carrying out the duties required by our

is legalized—

always carry a full supply of

*

h“IT8 SPECIALTIES.”

as to be thoroughly incapable

crime

ONE

'

flieman

Jewelry, Watches, J.

IN 24

SORE THROAT. THE MEDICINE HAS WORKED WON-

were a

Is it not extremely easy to see

ED HER

and SLEISHS.

The popular wagon manufacturer

DR.

OF„THE
BOYS WAS CUREDOF A

HOURS.

cor

young women and young
men were to smoke, and continue the hab*
it until they became fathers and mothers,

little

LUNGS.

*

OIL* 'CUR

fact that all our

their offspring

—dealer

THOMAS’ ECLECTRIC

'

deranges
it

SONSjOttoBreyman CUTTERS

KANTEfiS &

OF4A'COLDfAN6~PtfN

causes anirregu

. reel distribution of blood

»

OFF^N ACCOUNT

BAD

Tobacco stops the proper working
the digestive powers ;

LAKE

F.

EL

WILMS
Manufacturerof

SHERWIN

-

WILLIAMS

and

\

CeleM

Woodei Erne Weils!!
AND WOODEN PUMPS,
Porcelain-lined,Iron-lined, Maple Cylinder
Wilns’

all the

diflerentkinds of pnmpe.plpe and Iron.

FAIUTTS
aie being Bold

CHEAPER THAN EVER BEFORE

We guaranteethat a gallon

will cover

tquarefeet,two coats, and that they are

!

275

a

quickly, than

sty: If a man inflertfrom
or cold, give him Dr. Bull’s Goats in aad sm any

Hock. Watchss

FREE!

SUPERIOR FAINT,
to

any In the market.
Dealer in thal

»P-

SELF-CURE.

Noti]

of quinine nor any misin Ayer’s

Ague

STRUT,

TS FIRST CHURCH.

01

H.

$4

Hollars, Mich., Oct.

For Information and lllnitratadsample book,
call at

8,

WTKBUYSIM.

1684.

S2ITTO a
Bollard, Mich., May 18,

BANGS*

-rial

Holland,.
•31

&S

